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Commons fire causes $500,000-$750,000 in damage, puts 48 out of housing

SGA plans
drive for
Commons
fire victims
The Students Government
Association responded to a tire in

the « ommorts by working to
organize efforts to help me 48
affected students.
The SGA is working to gel in
touch with Card Strvicea to
make sure students who lost
their [AC cards gel new oner,
acoordlng to Vnc Pieakwnt of
Student Affairs Ashley Morris.
Also, they arc working with

r^^BF^^L^aV-

W*

Dining Servkea to And ways to
feed students. meal plan or not,
who lost groocriea in the Are,
Morris said. Ihey will contact
the bookstore to see it E Pollen

■

I Donate items to SGA
"Commons for the
Commons" drive.
Members will collect
Hems for fire victims on
the commons Mon.-Fri.,
noon to 2 p.m. and in the
SGA office, 8 a.m-6 p.m.
Iftoms n«*d*d: clothes,
toiletries, towels, washcloths, shower curtains,
bedding, notebooks,
school supplies ana
cash.
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Building 891 of the Commons apartments on Port Republic Road burst Into flames Saturday afternoon and burned for about an hour. Eight engine companies
and a ladder tower were dispatched to the scene where students helped firefighters work to deal with the blazing fire.

Students assist in fighting fire
Few items salvaged from damage; cause of fire under investigation
BY LINUS \S MARTI AND
RICHARD SAKSHAUO

new eilltnrs
Fortv-tk!glit JMl itudenta an
homefcM aner.» An engulfed «i
Commons ap.irtmrnt building

Saturday.
A crowd of onlookers
watched as tirehjsliters fought
the flajnn th.it lunad up the
building .it fNl Port RtpubtaV
Road.
The building sustained significant damage bv lire, smoke
and water, rendering it unmli.ihitable, said Harrisonburg Hire
Department
Chief
Larry
Shifflett. I Tien' wen1 no repotted
injuries, he said.
"We arc really glad noom was
hurt," said Kevin Williams general manager of LB&J Limited tin
company
that
owns
the
Commons, Stone Gate and South
View apartment complexes
Mutllelt
said
the
lire
destroyed theentin'alti.. as .-..II
as ,i laige part of the third floor
and some of the eacond In addi-

tion, there was a substantial
amount of water damage on the
first floor, he said
There may be a few things

66Students were very
helpful to us several
times.
- Larry Shifflett
chief, Hamsonburg Fire Department

55
.11 salvage, but not much,"

IrVUttami arid
Shifflett raid then li no
determined cause oi the fin as

(»f vet. 11«- arid an inveatigaoon
of the tire will be Blushed
luesdav and once it is complete,
it will be up to contractors to
determine what areas of the

building may be reused or will

need tobe renovated
Shifflett estimated that the
total building damage
i|
between $500,000 and $750,000.
According to an eyewitness
who was driving on Port
Republic Road, the fin? started
outside the building. Tlu- flat
911 call reporting the fin- IVM
received at 2i-4 p.m. Shifflett
Mid I'uvhghters had the fire
under control bv 3:15 p.m, he
said.
light engine companies and
a ladder tower Wen dispatched
to the scene.

students whooa can
parked In the lot outride
the building drove Ifaeir can
awaj trom the icene, while
Othet students assisted tiretighten by puking up vchftdefl and
moving them back, clearing
BJMCC fol the firefighters to
work. Shitllett said. Students
aba aaililml the ftwawflhtcw bj
helping move a fire host' once il
became tilled with warier and

extremely heavy "Students
were very helpful to us several
times," he said.
It was fortunate that there
was not more fire damage done
to the entire building, Shifflett
said. "Our guvs did an excellent
job stopping the fire where they
did."
Residents were allowed to
enter the building later that
night to retrieve items such as
wallets, keys and JAC cards,
Shifflett said. Further retrieval
was allowed yesterday as tirefighters
escorted
residents
through their apartments to
retrieve items spared from permanent damage, according to
Mel Maher, assistant director of
University Centers.
firelighters ,ilso tried to save
,is mudl as they iould by moving belongings to the center of
the building. WUliame raid
Shifflett Hid two companies
Weil tuifstde the building
«w COMMONS, page 5

Harrisonburg Fire Department members work to Investigate damage from Saturday's Are In the Commons.

Godwin chlorine levels cause health problems
Swim team members lose hair, suffer respiratory problems
Bv

Cl I Ml N rSON
\t'nt"t writer

DAVID

After chlorine levels in
Godwin Halls pool became so
high thai members of tlu- JMU
swimming teams began losing
hair and uttering trom skin irritationand respirator) peobtema,
Hie university h.id to dOM tlv
|H»ol to neutralize tlie dangerous

leveai
Swimmers have lud Innibk'
breathing, irntation t*> their skin.
hair coming oft arms aixl legs
V.Wl SSV/I IIM \\\JnmtnbiituiKphakttra/ihfi
Swim team members said conditions In Godwin pool have
Improved since efforts last week to correct the chlorine problem.

MK\

eyebrows, skin larhea, and

"hat king and miighing," tsjd

women

tS££ZZ

B

rwimmlng

coach

Gwynn I larrison.
Savage
Natatorium,
the
OlvmpK-si/ed swimming poo!
ui( lodwln Hall where tin- swimming and diving teams and
Kinesiologv classes swim, was
shut down Nov I through \ aixi
then wacliceawcwniovedtothe
l KM pool
(here was definitely a loss of
evefcwows ami ami hair It w.ts
almost to the point of burning
youi skin off, it was st> had." said
WOmen'l swimming team taptain A.C. Cruicksiianks. ,i junioi
( niukslunks whinomplainsot
loss nt eyebrow and arm hair.

sajd the men's "hair has all
.hanged to almost a gray color
it's not iHffmai it you've lean
any of them. IVople have had
some respiratorv pnrblems, twubw breaming'
Senior lommv Quimby, a
member oi Uic men! swimming
team who suttered similar ettei (s
of the increased chlorine levels
said rveKvnsvvinin'ingall m\
life aivl I've never swam in a pix>l
Uut caused my hair to fall out
and my aUn to get Matod This
Ls tlv worst l\e aval swan in.
My h.iir fell out i>f mv arms and
k'gs. Not all of it, but a majority of

it. It hhafhorl tm eyebrowa and
the Iwir on my Iv.hl My skin is
evip'iiu'K di\. n\\ and initated
It tin .mn nil*, against tin side it
vsiliget n-alK red MK\ Irritated \
lot ototlier guvs that I know, then
hah has (alien out and their skin
irritated. This is really extreme, \
lot oi the other guys an cenv
plaining as well'
The women iwlm
With
swimming CapB, so [IH'IT BCBJps
are less likelv to become ■fected
tlvui tlie men whodon'l uaualh
us*1 swimming «aps 'I weal .1
MT SPECIALIST
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is helpful but not required, contact Archie at 434-6822
• Come join Circle K! Have fun and help your community. Circle

• Psycholo>;\ IVvi Ad\ c-in£Symposium hosts 'Thinking
OuWdt the Pyramid," 7 p.m.. Zanc Showker 204, for more
information, a»ntact the peer advising office at xft-6214 or vi-.it
Johnston 113

K meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m., Taylor 305, for more information,
contact Am)' at aJkfnmySftUirf.awi

3
3

Hunger and Homelessness Week
preview

4

sored by the Peer Mentor Program, Delta Sigma Theta

Meaning of life event

4

Sorority Inc. and CMISS, 8 p.m., Maury 101, for more
information, e-mail Kim at patlrrkc or peermenlor

Globalization's Impact

4

• INROADS Program/Resume Writing Workshop, spon-

• College Republican* meeting, 8 p.m., Tayk>r 402

TUESDAY, NOV. 13

OPINION

• CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more

• Baptist Student L'nuii I lisp.mii Migrant Ministry, 5:45
p.m. Student Baptist Center at the aimer of South Main

information, contact Erin Strinc at striiurm

Point proven in protest?

Street and Cantrell Avenue. ttfcirks with Mexican farmers.
Ministry includes vollcyKilt, singing, video, testimony,
IM tutonng and Inendship building Speaking Spanish

Letters to the Editor

BY KIMBERELV MCKENZIE

:wlice reporter
Erin M. Broadhurst, 18. of Wilmington, Del.
John P. Cabaniss. 18. of Fredencksburg. and
James A. Edwards. 18. of Fredencksburg.
were arrested and charged with possession of
marijuana in McGraw-tong Hal, Nov. 9 at
2:20 p.m.
Edwards also reportedly was charged with
possession of false identification and possession of stolen property.

Number of parking tickets issued between
Oct 29 and Nov 4 1,120
Number ol drunk in public charges since
Aug. 25: 60

WEATHER

*"*

In other matters, campus police report the
following:
Tresspassing
• Non-student Elizabeth J Lawson. 58,
of Lawsonville. N.C., was arrested and
charged with trespassing at Hillside Hall
Nov. 8 at 12:17 a.m.
Larceny
• Cash in the amount of $100 was reported stolen from the Health Center Nov 8 at
3:25 p.m.

Ang* McWhonar
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office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
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W«xty Schneider
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Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Tyler Shackleford

DINING SERVICES
THANKSGIVING HOI RS
D-Hall: Closes 6:30pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 4:30pm Sun, Nov 25

OPEN FOR LUNCH!

Market One: Closes 2pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Nov 26
Door 4 Subs: Closes 3pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 11am Mon, Nov 26
Chick-Fil-A: Closes 3pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Nov 26
Lef s Go: Closes 3pm Fri, Nov 16;
Reopens 10:45am Mon, Nov 26
Madison Grill: Closes 9pm Fri, Nov 16;
Reopens 11am Mon, Nov 26
TDU Coffee Bar: Closes 1pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Nov 26
Mr. Chips: Closes 2pm Wed, Nov 21;
Reopens 5pm Sun, Nov 25
Festival: Closes 2pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 5pm Sun, Nov 25
Java City-Festival: Closes 2pm Mon, Nov 19;
Reopens 9am Mon, Nov 26
UREC Smoothie Bar: Closes 9:30pm Mon, Nov 19;
Reopens 12noon Mon, Nov 26
PC Dukes: Closes 10pm Mon, Nov 19;
Reopens 3:30pm Sun, Nov 25
Mrs. Greens: Closes 2pm Tues, Nov 20;
Reopens 11am Mon, Nov 26

9
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T jesday

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported a JAC card
missing at Carrier Library Nov 5 between
6 and 6:30 p.m.
• A JMU student reported a bike stolen
at Burruss Hall Nov. 7 between 4:30 and
5 p.m.

7

Spotlight If you could have plastic
surgery what would you have
done?
»

MARKET WATCH

INFORMATION

7

House Editorial Organization misses
point with protest
7

POLICE LOG

Susan ShMM

3

Kings Dominion interview
Housing forum

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14

• Zirkle I louM Art Auction opening reception 7 to 9 p.m..
Art Auction Nov. 12 to 16

Air Force ROTC

NOW YOUR FAVORITE
LATE-NIGHT RESTAURANT
IS OPEN FOR LUNCH TOO!
NEW HOURS: SUNDAY 5-1 1PM
MONDAY-THURSDAY 11 AM-11PM
FRIDAY 11 AM-2PM & 7PM-1 AM
SATURDAY 7PM-1AM
wtmwuwu

SGA FOOD FORUM
Thursday, November 15 @ 5:00pm
Airport Lounge
Warren Campus Center, 4th Floor
Representatives from Dining Services
will be on hand to answer your questions
and listen to suggestions.

Lakeside Express: Closes 11pm Mon, Nov 19;
Reopens 5pm Mon, Nov 26

Stick around after the forum for a special coffee
sampling featuring Fair Trade coffee.

C-Store East: Closes 12midnight Mon, Nov 19;
Reopens 11am Mon, Nov 26

Sponsored by your SGA Food Services Committee.

MONDAY. NOV.

I-

Where to live

Students explore the
"ins and outs" of living
on and oil campus.
ftp 4

12. 20011 THK BRKEZKLI

"I have a passion for
performing."
MELISSA SHIFFI.ETT,

Slaunlon resident

Search for the meaning of life continues
BY LISA NATALICCHIO

contributing writer
What is the meaning of life?
Over 350 people gathered to
attend the weekly Campus
Crusade for Christ meeting
Thursday to hear one man's
answer to this age-old question.
The guest speaker was the
Regional Director of Campus
Crusade for Christ, Rick James,
who came to speak on "The
Meaning of Life."
James formatted his speech
with the aid of the book
"Ecclesiastes: Ancient Wisdom
When All Else Fails: A New
Translation and Interpretive
Paraphrase" by T.M. Moore.
The interpretation of the Biblical
book Fcclesiastes documented
Solomon's search for the meaning of life.
James talked; about the
places that Solomon looked for
the meaning of life. "The Oral
place Solomon looks for wisdom is getting drunk and getling high," he said. James
explained that life is exaggerated when under the influence of
a substance, however "there is a
problem, we have to tome
down. This isn't life, it is a
diversion from life."
The second place that
Solomon looks for the meaning
of life is in the pursuit for success, James said. However,
Solomon's life moved along
without him realizing the
choices that he was making
and that Solomon lacked purpose in his life.
James said that Solomon
realized "how hollow pursuing
success is."
The third place Solomon
sought
wisdom
was
in
women and relationships. "A
relationship will always, if

you are looking for the mean
ing of life, let you down," he
said. "No person can meet all
of your needs."
James said the fourth place
Solomon looked for .the meaning of life was in nature. He said
Solomon discovered that nature
"is beautiful (and) wonderful,
but it has a dark side just like
people do."
The final place Solomon
looked for the meaning of life
was in knowledge. However,
James said that Solomon discovered
that "knowledge
does not get us away from
world problems."

-44College is a time
when people are going
to be making major
decisions.
— Rick James
regional director.
Campus Crusade for Christ
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James concluded his speech
by explaining the wisdom that
Solomon gained through his
search for the meaning of life.
James said that the meaning of
life could be found when one
fears God and keeps his commandments, accepts that all
people have eternity in their
hearts and individually move
into God's orbit. James said that
there is an answer to the meaning of life, "it is God."
James said he believes his
message is important for everyone, especially college students.
"College is a time when people

are going to be making major
divisions; [it is a] good time to
think about |God|."
[•met Mid he feels that
today, more then ever, people
are turning to God with hard
questions, wondering why
we are here and what ingoing on. "With God, life
can take on great significance
and meaning."
Many students attending
James' talk said they enjoyed
his presentation and found
meaning in his words.
Freshman Annie Raimo
said, "I was a little hesitant
about coming to Campus
Crusade for the first time, but
after hearing Rick speak, I will
definitely be attending more
Crusade meetings."
Sophomore Sally Seibert
said, "Campus Crusade is the
highlight of my week."
Freshman Stephanie Perry
went to the meeting originally
because her friend had wanted
her to go. She said, "I had no
idea what to expect. I got a lot
out of James' speech. He
addressed a lot of the questions that have been on my
mind lately."
James has given speeches
similar to this one all over the
Mid-Atlantic region. He said he
gave "The Meaning of Life" talk
at Virginia Tech, and students
there recommended him to students at JMU. As a result, he
came to speak to Campus
Crusade at JMU
Campus Crusade is an
organization whose mission
is to turn lost students into
Christ-centered
laborers,
according to the Campus
Crusade Web site. It has
been an active part of JMU
since 1951.

Kings Dominion conducts
student auditions, interviews
Students sing, dance to obtain seasonal jobs with Paramount
BY KATIE LEWIS

staff writer
Representatives
from
I'aramount's Kings Dominion
hosted auditions and technical
support
interviews
on
Wednesday for students inter
ested in performing in stage
productions and
working
backstage at the amusement
park in Doswell.
Auditions, held in PC
Ballroom, were broken up into
categories. Singing, acting and
technician interviews were held
at 6 p.m. and dance auditions
were held at 8 p.m.
Paramount representatives
visited Towson, Md., Doswell
and Philadelphia, Pa. earlier in
the month. They will travel to
Radford University, back to
Kings Dominion in Doswell and
Greenville, N.C., for more auditions after stopping at JMU, a
local news advertisement said.
"JMU is one of our strongest
sites," said Cindy (..arcia. ttagB
manager for the Nickelodeon
show at Kings Dominion. "The
quality of students is so high."
Paramount entertainment
operations manager Sandee
l-lons slid, "The last time we
were here at JMU was the year
before last. We Kid between 40
to 70 people come out. I don't
think we're going to be as successful as that year."
Only around 16 people
came to audition this year,
most of whom were dancers,
said Garcia.
"We've had everyone from
non-music majors to people
whojust like to perform," Huns
said. "We're looking for singers,
dancers, actors and host-type
positions for shows."
The positions that the students auditioned for are considered seasonal, according
to Garcia.
"Those that are hired will
start in the spring, but the main
shows are in the summer,"
Garcia said.
Keith Winder, entertainment
operations supervisor, said
those hired will work only
weekends at Kings Dominion
until Memorial Day of 2002 and
then work every day until
UOIind Halloween. "We try to

be fully cast by the beginning of
the year," he said.
Those interested in singing,
dancing and acting brought
resumes and headshots to the
audition. There they filled out a

Paramount work application.
Most of the singers auditioning
brought taped music to accompany their songs.

-44We're looking for
singers, dancers, actors
and host-type positions
for the show.
— Sandee Floras
entertainment operations manager,
Paramount

-59
Fourteen dancers, 12 women
and two men, arrived at 8 p.m.
for the dance portion of auditions. Many of the dancers
already had auditioned for
singing roles two hours earlier.
Flores said Paramount choreographer |ody Lewis taught
the group two dance combinations. Flores said the hrst
combo, which consisted of simEle jazz steps, was done to see
ow the singers moved because
it was an easier dance. Then the
judges made cuts for the second
round.
"We look for technique first,"
Lewis said. "Then personality"
Lewis took around 15 to 20
minutes to teach the dance and
then answered any questions.
About eight
Paramount
employees, including Flores,
l ..IT. i.i. I cwis .iii.l othui enter
tainment management members,
w.i lelied UK1 dancers practice.
I 'ur shows are very professional," Flores said. "On the
audition tour, we have a choreographer, a vocal coach and a
park producer to help CJM."
After
several
runthroughs, the dancers were
split into groups of three to
perform in front of the judges
and a video camera.
Pram the group of N. onlv
two were selected tu audition

for the next difficult dance
combo. If hired for ISM oral
work, they will be notified early
next year
Garcia said they hope to
hire between 40 and 50 performers from the seven audition locations.
"A lot of time and preparation go into these shows.' she
Mid. "People come in and think
it's just a little park production,
but it's not."
Melissa Shifflelt. 18, of
Staunton. said about her
singing audition. "I feel really
good about it. I hav« ,i paaclori
for performing. I like the rush
of feeling nervous when I'm
an riant. I want to be Faith
Hill. That's what I really want
to do."
I .ikevi.i Bland, a junior marketing major who danced in a
Kings Dominion stage production last summer said, "That
was my first real performing job
besides high school productions
It's just something fun to do on
the side. It's a good job because
you don't feel like it's work."
Flores
said
Kings
Dominion is one of five parks
that the company manage*
under Paramount Parks, a
dh Won of Viacom.
She said there are parks in
Charlotte, N.C., Cincinnati,
('Inc., Santa Clara, Ca., Doswell,
Va. and in Toronto, Canada
For more information on
auditioning lor Paramount's
Kings Dominion, call (804)8765134 or visit its Web site at

wwuumdMonnoncom.

Paramount Parks
Locations
I Charlotte, N.C.
I Cincinnati, Ohio
I Santa Clara, Ca.
I Doswell, Va.
I Toronto, Canada

Regional Director of Campus
Crusade for Christ. Rick
James, left, discusses the
meaning of life, using the
book "Ecclesiastes: Ancient
Wisdom When All Else Falls:
A New Translation and
Interpretive Paraphrase" by
T.M. Moore. The book discusses Biblical figure
Solomon's search for the
meaning of life.

Over 350 people attended
James' speech (below).
Many said they found his
speech meaningful.
Freshman Stephanie Perry
said, "I got a lot out of
James' speech. Ha
addressed a lot of the questions that have been on my
mind lately."
SARAH HEMjuaffptkiiwiphrr

SARAH HERZJitttfphotaitraplitr

Air Force ROTC is in the works
BY KATIE LEWIS

ttqj writer
The JMU and University of
Virginia military science departments are teaming up to create .1
new Air Force ROTC program
at JMU
JMU offers only Army
ROTC (Reserve Officer Training
Corps) to students, but than .it.'
four JMU students that commute to UVa, on a weekly basis
to participate in its Air loae
ROTC program
Captain Christian Cheethan 1,
assistant professor of Aerospace
Studies and Unit Admissions

Network servers
experience glitches
JMU Network Services had
to fix several JMU servers
that were allowing unlimited
access privileges Tor at least
12 hours between Wendesday
and Thursday.
"We believe It was some corruption in the actual operating
system itself," said Robert Mast,
file server administrator for
Network Services.
Although the exact cause of
the problem is uncertain, (he
corruption Involved several
servers on campus, including a
server in the Harrison Hall area,
one of the Integrated Science
and Technology building
servers and a server at the
Breeze office. When alerted to
the problem, Mast created a
dummy account that had no
rights and used it to try to
access servers.
He found that only three had
the malfunction-. Network
Services then removed a permission object that somehow
was allowing the excessive
access rights, Mast said.
They recreated the object
and the problem was corrected, he said. "Potentially, a lot of
people could have seen lots of
people's data," Mast said
Mast said representatives
from The Breeze were the only
people to notice a problem with
their server.
They noticed the problem
when personal files and
accounting information, normally
accessible only to people with
special access privileges,
appeared in a folder available
for anyone to access
Technical Support security
engineer Gary Flynn said the
university's central servers
have not had similar access
failures before. "We've had
computer breakdowns and other
incidents beloro," but not with
the servers, he said.
If students should come
across any such problems

Officer for the UVa. Air Force
ROTC", is one of the forces
behind creating an Air Force
ROTC program at JMU.
Cheetham cited the distance
between UVa. and JMU as a one
of the main reasons for wanting
ID create an Air Force ROTC
program at JMU.
"The commute is the one
limiting factor," Cheetham
said. "It's a long drive —
about 45 minutes. The JMU
cadets are high-quality and
dedicated because they have
to travel so far"
I le laid JMU freshman and

sophomore Air Force ROTC
Gaoati usually travel to UVa. for
classes and labs once a week,
while juniors and seniors travel
twice a week.
According to the UVa. Air
Force ROTC Web site, the crosstown program between UVa.
and JMU exists so JMU students
interested in pursuing a career
in the Air Force can have the
opportunity to do so. The Web
site explains that JMU students
attend regular classes at JMU
but travel to UVa. for all Air

while working on servers,
they should report the
problem to the Help Desk,
Flynn said.

degree level graduate study of
the framing and history of the
U.S. Constitution. College seniors and college graduates who
intend to become secondary
school teachers of American
history, American government,
or social studies are eligible for
the fellowships.
Through a nationwide competition,
James
Madison
Fellowships will be awarded to
at least one legal resident of
each state, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico and trie
other United States territories.
After completing study under
their fellowships, James
Madison Fellows are required to
teach American
history,
American government or social
studies in grades 7 through 12
lor a minimum of one year for
each academic year ol graduate
assistance they receive.
Fellowships carry a maximum
stipend of $24,000 (for up to two
years of full-time study for college graduates), which is used
to cover the costs of tuition,
required fees, books and room
and board.
Fellows must enroll in graduate programs leading to master's
degrees in American history,
political science or education
offered by any accredited university. Partfapatlon in an accredited four-week summer institute
held at Georgetown University
on the principles, framing, ratification and implementatxxi of the
Constitution and Bill of Rights is
required of all fellows, normally
during the summer after the
commencement of study.
Fellows' attendance at the summer Institute is paid for by the
Madison Foundation.
Details may be obtained on
campus from Philip Bgler, director of the Madison Center, or
from the James Madison
Fellowship Program, P. O. Box
4030, Iowa City, Iowa 522434030, telephone 1-800-5256928. The Foundation's Web
site is www./ames/nadjson.com.

— by Richard Sakshaug,
news editor

Donations allow
new computer
kiosk stations
Several new computer kiosk
stations were added around
campus thanks to computer
donations
by
Chase
Manhattan Bank. The computers were donated by the bank
in an effort to "establish a lifelong relationship with JMU students." according to a press
release by the Office of
Student Success. Thirty-live
Compaq desktops were donated. There are 20 kiosks at
varying locations on campus to
"Increase accessibility, availability and student satisfaction," according to the release.
The kiosks are located in
campus buildings including the
College Center, the Welcome
Center in Sooner Hall, Taylor
Down Under, the third floor of
Warren Hall, all floors of
Wilson and in Disability
Services in Wilson Hall.
Students can use these
computers to check e-mail,
access the Internet, schedule
classes, print transcripts and
check financial aid packages
on E-Campus.
— compiled from staff reports

Fellowships available for future
teachers
The
James
Madison
Memorial
Fellowship
Foundation,
a
federally
endowed program designed to
strengthen instruction about the
Constitution in the nation's
schools, will award generous
fellowships in 2001 for master's

srv OFF, page 6

— compiled from staff reports
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Great debate: To live, or not to live ... off campus
H\ Rl Ml KAN PORTI H
contributing n ritei
To help students who .ire
try Ing to deckle whether to
live on ol ofl campus next
year, Off-Campus Life, (he
Office <•! Residence l Ilia and
the junior Class <. oundl held
■n nilorm.ition.il housing
Forum rhuraday "Where to
Live the Ins end Outs" pro
vided .1 wide range of information for students debating
u hens to live next year.
Speakers .11 the forum
included OCL director Kathy
Server, ORI dlrectot Maggie
Burkh.irt Evani and three students who have experienced a
variet) >>i living situations.
"We want to give you information on how to make .1 J<> 1
Mon that's right for you,"
Burkh.irt I vane Mid. "It is an
individual chofel

Burkhart I \ans
recommended th.it students remain
on 1 ampua tor their tirst two
years. She cited Statistics
trom a college reference book
that Show tlt.it Students who
live on oampua rot al least
two pears were "overall more
aatianed with the complete
college experience
Accordlna to
Burkh.irtK.ins. these students were
more likely than their off tain
puj peen lO have higher (.1! \-.
be involved with aodal and
extracurricular activitiei and

tnterad with faculty.

If I was to go home. I
wouldn't come back for meetings and I would miss what I
love most atxiut JMU." she said.

-4 6// takes 20 minutes to
find a parking
space and get to class
on time.
— Lyndsey Walther-Thomas
sophomore

-95

junior Lisa Nixon, who has

remained on campus for her
first three years at |MUs.iid aha
"felt a lot of pressure to move
off." However, since she is very
involved in campus activities
and does not have a car, Nixon
felt that living on campus was
the best choke tor her

"There are times when I
would die for the privacy [of an
apartment), but I have the rest
of my life to live off campus,"
Nixon said.
Sophomore Lyndsey Walther-

Thomas, who moved off campus after her freshman year,
offered a different perspective.
She said she has no regrets
about her decision to move
into an apartment. "I need my
alone time," she said.
Walther-Thomas did offer
some advice for students
considering living off campus next year. "Don't feel
pressure to sign a lease anytime soon. Apartment complexes cut much better deals
later on," she said.
She also warned students
about the hassles of getting back
to campus. "The commute
sucks/' she said. "It takes 20
minutes to find a parking space
and get to class on time."
Sarver urged students to
consider their decisions carefully and to have open communication with their parents
According to Sarver, the costs of

living on and off campus are
roughly even.
"If you get a cheaper rental
place and you eat more macaroni and cheese than usual, you
may save a couple hundred
bucks," she said.
She also told students that
"roommates are the absolute
key." If there is an argument, the
lease still stands, and off campus, "the police are your RAs."
OCL offers an informational dorm program called
"Apartment 101" on Monday
evenings. The presentation is
in a different dorm every
week. More information about
specific off-campus locations
and concerns such as letM
reviews,
Utility
Deposit
Assistance Program (UDAP),
and utilities can be found in
the "2001 I lousing Guide" and
at the OCL office in Taylor
Down Under.

The deadline for signing oncampus housing contracts is
Feb. 15. Due to the likelihood of
Blue Ridge Mall being converted into offices, there may be
fewer on-campus rooms available next year, according to
Burkhart-Fvans.

more at
web.jmu.edu/ocl
or
wwu\\mu eilu/rt>lifi'

Economist speaks on globalization, terrorism relationship
BY LAURA COCIIRAN

contributing writ* >
Reflecting on Sept. 11 to a
diverse audience of students and
faculty Wednesday, an economist addressed the effects of an
emerging econotnk aysteBi of
global network*and provided a
CraDenge for future graduates
entering the workforce.
Sept. 11

Speaking on the "Age of
v - ess: *> llobalizatlon and the
Cultural Backlash," Jeremy
Rifkin provided a look al the
human condition after Sept.
11. according to the (MU Web
site Rifkin said he hoped to
place ■ reality check on our
generation by addreasiiM the
\ .1st i hanges occurring in the
capitalist system as it makes
its transition trom
market
capitalism to global networks
and from industrial to cultural production.
His speech concentrated on
the implications ol evolving technological changes and "whether
or not we shape technology, or
technology shapes us," accord-

ing to Kay Knickrehm, political
science professor.
Techn* logics I
movements
have led to a more global society
and the trend lias kid a duvet relationship with cultural backlash
and terrorism, according to Rifkin.
Globalization
The real issue of the anger
witnessed in the September
attacks is the issue of 1.2 billion
people In the Islamic world losing their identity, according to
Rifkin. The events of Sept. 11 are
the Islamic extremists reaction
to globalization and its response
to the Western tradition of "taking cultural ideas and turning
them into commercial ideas,"

Rifkin said
Many students and faculty
agreed with Rifkin's perspective. "The 'Disnevfuation' of
our culture Rifkin spoke on
reflects the struggle facing
many cultures to keep their way
of life," Knickrehm said
I >isneyfication" can he
defined as Western culture permea'mg other cultures as it
moves to a more global society.

Globalization is viewed by
the Islamic world as benefiting
the Western world and hurting
developing Islamic countries,

according to Rifkin
"People have the right to be
concerned about their culture,"
he said. "Ultimately, I predict
that we will end up keeping the
good of all cultures and eventually evolve toward one culture."
With a global society, business
practices have evolved. "Global
networks with partnerships from
business to business and eventually to the client are starting to
provide services through subscriptions, time shares and leases
in a package deal," Rifkin said.
"This way the actual physical
product is always kept in the
hands of the producer. Producers
who are paying for everything
want the cheapest way to go
about it regardless of the environmental consequences."
Junior Ruby Manoharan,
who attended the presentation,
said she personally experienced
another aspect of globalization
while on a trip to India. She saw
how underdeveloped countries

3rT

struggled economically and did
not receive the benefits of globalization because their citizens
are more concerned with fulfilling physiological needs.
"The people in the underdeveloped world struggle to
find clean drinking water," she
said. "They have so many concerns they are trying to voice
to the world."
Sustainable development
The backlash of culture commerce causing friction between
culture in the system was
addressed in Rifkin's discussion
on sustainable development
Cultural commerce can be
defined as market capitalism or
the existence of a global economy, according to Rifkin.
Sustainable development
is defined as meeting the
needs of the present without
compromising the ability of
future generations of both
developed and developing
countries to meet their needs,
according to Knickrehm.
In addition, Rifkin said, as
ownership of goods leans

toward a new system of accessing goods from producers, and
clients begin "paying for the
time of experience," and not the
physical good itself, environ
mental issues involved with
sustainable development take
the back seat.
Rifkin supported his conclusion on sustainable development by comparing the current market successes of car
leasing companies.
"One out of four car buyers
return to the same company for
a second purchase." Rifkin said.
"Those who lease vehicles see
54 percent of their leasers return
for future services. These companies are packaging together
services such as insurance,
repairs and discount gases to
make a better deal and in most
cases not concerned with the
effects of cheaper products."
Challenge
Rifkin proposed a challenge
to the young generation guided
by his prediction of the effects
cultural commerce could bring
to us.

In terms of the overall
impact of globalization Rifkin
said, 'The ultimate task of our
generation is to create a system that will connect our central nervous system at the
speed of light without any friction
[between
cultures),"
Rifkin said. "Sept. 11 is a reality check to us and a sign of
friction in our system."
According to Brooke Nardi,
who attended the presentation,
the challenge of stopping the
cultural friction, and resulting
terrorism, is something our generation faces.
"This is a serious issue we
must act on now or else there
may be no future for us when
we graduate." Nardi said. "If
networks and machines take
over our need to work, what
would be the basis of living
and how would we control
the future?"
Rifkin is the author of 15
books on the effects of scientific
and technological changes on
the economy, workforce, society
and environment, according to
the JMU Web site.
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LIUE ON STAGE
Tuesday
November 13th

3 extraordinary bands

The Ordinary Way
The Butterhouse Band
t introducing

The Loyd Bobbler Effect

RECOMMENDS
Mitchell Pacelle takes us behind the scenes
in a bizarre drama of greed, rivalry,
duplicity, and betrayal surrounding
America's premier skyscraper.

"As much a tribute to the power of music
as it is a Holocaust memoir...a deeply
affecting story of a love that survived the
terrors of WWII."

-Publisher's Weekly

Just $6.00 • 9.30

Wednesday
November 14th

National Roots Rock
a Jam Sensation

'The Recipe"
with special guest

The Emma Gibbs Band
for more Inlarmillin pleiso call

432-9963
an snows 11 a DP. unless nnenrtse neieei
Hatatwai rt PertecUv lecattd at 153 Saatt Matastrm ntmsmewg

"An engaging biography of a glani in
American journalism whose name is
attached to the most prestigious award
in the profession."
—Booklist

JAMES
MADISON

UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE

Earn Free Books!
See store for details
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Commons fire leaves 48 homeless

COMMONS, from ptgt I
Sunday to allow residents to
gather additional belongings.
LB&I found short-term
lodging and is scanning tor
long-term housing options lor
its displaced tenants.
"We're trying to secure housing lor everyone." Williams
said. "We want to disrupt their
lives as little as possible."
The company secured 20
rooms at the Shoney's Inn on
East Market Street and an additional two vacant apartment
units, one in South View and
one in Stone Gate, for students.
Williams said. The Shoney's
rooms are leased through
Tuesday night, he said.
Shoney's Restaurant and
Captain D's Seafood restaurant
provided food for the students
Saturday night.
The company is working on
a permanent plan for living
options to offer the homeless
students, Williams said. It is
talking to other apartment communities to find places for the
students to live.
The plan hopefully will be
finished and offered to Itudents today or tomorrow,
Williams slid.
l.li&l has been working with
|MU to help the students,
Williams said. RepresentatiM-.
from Card Services arrived
Saturday to reissue JAC cards to
the students who lost them in
the fire, he said.
Williams applauded the
philanthropic actions of other

JMU students who helped out
Saturday
Students in other
communities were donating
food and clothes," he Mid
As the tire Ivgan tn nnd,
witnesses responded by alerting residents of the danger and
Contacting local authorities.

Our entire apartment is
filled with smoke land
ash I because it blew up
the hill.
— Ashley Fleming
Commons resident

55
"I flipped ... then 1 called
911," apartment 891 resident
Brian Witthoefft, a junior, said.
"I knocked on as many doors as
possible."
The building was equipped
with smoke detectors but not

sprinklers, Williami Mid He
said he was not sure if the
smoke detectors wont off
because the power was cut to
the building when he arrived.

Shifflett Mid he doubted that
any insult' tmoki alarms
sounded before the residents
evacuated because the fire start
ed on the outside of the building. The smoke would not have
been substantial enough to
reach the alarms at that point.

Shifflett Mid
Sprinklers typically are not
installed outside of apartment
buildings, which is where they
would have been effective in
this case, he said.
Other apartment 891 residents at the scene of the fire said
they were in shock.
Junior ]ason Hollar Mid he
felt "utter shock."
Senior Summer Shannon
said, "We don't know what
to do. We can't even look at
our planners."
Friends of residents also
were shocked. "It's the scariest
damn thing I've ever seen,'
lunior Cassie Hunter said.
"Twelve of our best friends
(lived) in that building."
Residents of surrounding
buildings
initially
were
unaware that the building
caught fire. Senior Ashley
Fleming lives in apartment 885,
which is located directly behind
891. "We went out on our balcony and saw the smoke, but
we thought it was dust.
"We eventually realized
what was going on... our entire
apartment is filled with smoke
and |ash| because it blew up the
hill," Fleming said.
Ma her said Off-Campus
Life's main role in helping the
students this weekend WM
Militating the services of both
the university and the property
management available to the
residents. They also advised
.indents
about
insurance.
"First, they should call their

SGA organizes
relief efforts for
those affected
by fire losses
SGA, from page I
request donations, Morris
said.
SGA also is sponsoring a
collection called "Commons
for the Commons." Each
day this week, the SGA will
collect items on the JMU
commons from noon to 2
Em. for students affected
y the fire. Items can also be
dropped off at the SGA
office
in Taylor
234
between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
Morris said. Items to be
gathered Include clothes,
toiletries, towels, washcloths, shower curtains,
bedding, notebooks, school
supplies and cash.
Morris said it is important to gather these items
for the 48 students because
they evacuated the building
so fast that they were
unable to rescue many
necessities.

IlkKIMI \m\| IN \,,i.,r ph<>(ogruphtr
Residents gathered in the Commons' parking lot to watch
as building 891 was engulfed in flames and smoke. The
cause of the fire is under investigation.

Specialist neutralizes harmful
Godwin pool chlorine levels
SPECIALIST, fnm page 1
I like my hair," said junior Joe
Molle, the men's swim team captain. Both the men and women
complain of losing eyebrows
and arm hair and having irritated skin.
Lenny McDorman, who
manages the pool for athletic
facilities, Mid he "took chemical
readings showing an abundance
of combined chlorine in the
pool." 1 le said then? were chloramedes, which hesaidarebad.
1 le tested the chlorine level. "It
was off our charts," MclXxman
Mill. "One part is not good. We
were above three (parts)."
McDorman Bud that he
"used .in o\idi/.er, which bums
up the combined chlorine. Then
you have good chlorine. We put
10 times the amount of oxidizer
in. So by Sunday, the pool was
being used again."
Executive associate athletic
director Brad Babcock called him
Nov. I asking him to check the
chlorine level of the pool,
MclXvman said. Babcock could
not be reached for comment on
tin-filiation.
After testing the chlorine.

"We're all members of
the student body," Morris
said. When tragedy strikes
anyone in the JMU community, it affects all students,
she said. "It could have
been any of us."
SGA President Dave
Mills said in a press
release, "Although we
cannot replace many of
the things lost in the fire,
the SGA will work to
make things as easy as
possible for these students
by attempting to replace
some of the more tangible
and useful items."
For more information
on the drive or SGA's
efforts in response to the
fire, students can contact
Vice President of Student
Affairs Ashley Morris at
morrisae or x8-3796.

McDorman then called Pat
Bateman, a chlorine specialist in
Virginia Beach. "I'd heard that
there was some difficulty
breathing," McDorman said.
"What actually prompted the
specialist to come in was that
some swimmers had lost some
body hair. This problem should

month to do this," McDorman
said. "This is the first fame in two
years that we've had to do this
procedure. We may go to that
type of procedure. Maybe not
each month, but more often than
we have been."
Bateman came to JMU later
that day and tested the pool,
finding the same results.
I larrison said Bateman then had
to shock the pool, a procedure
where the amount of good chlorine is increased to neutralize the
bad clilorine.
The pool reopened Nov 3 and
since then swimmers slid the
water seems to be good for
swimming. 'Today I noticed a
— Lenny McDorman difference," sophomore swimmer
Aaron
Nester
said
pool m.m jger
Wednesday. "I think most people already noticed a difference."
Others, however, expressed
doubt that the problem is • lived
not get anywhere near this mag"It may help now, but I'm sure
it'll just end up as Kid as it was,"
nitude in the future. We'll take
chemical readings much more Quimby said. "I don't see them
often then we have been. The bringing in the specialist again
earlier w>u catch it, the less probAnd the fact th.it they let the
lems you have.
chlorine get this high and didn't
"U\\i actually closes their even notice shows that they're
pool down two days every
not really paying attention."

-iiThis problem should
not get anywhere near
this magnitude in the
future.

55

The swimmers agreed that
the pool has progressively worsened. "We've been swimming
our whole life and never had
anything
this
extreme,''
Cruickshanks said.
Senior
swimmer
Catie
Gimpbell said, "Last year it got
really bad and they wouldn't do
anything. We called it 'chemical
warfm b would just bum your
skin."
Quimby said, "It's definitely
the worst this year. I've never
lost body hair. It's never been
this had."
Molle went even further
"We've reached the point
where our bodies can endure
the maximum pain," he said,
"and the guys just keep coming back asking for more. If it
means
jeopardizing
our
chance of another conference
championship, these guys
would get in a pool with a million times the amount of chlorine, so that they could train
for that 10th trophy I know
we're going to bring home. We
have one goal in mind, and the
guys are pretty much willing
to sacrifice anything."

— compiled from staff reports
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parents and ask what kind of
insurance they have," Maher
Mfld Then, they need to itemize
their personal items when they
visit the building so they can
make a claim to their insurance
companies, she said.
A meeting will be held at 4
p.m. today in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre to share the university's
plans for helping the students.
The last time that student
apartment residents experienced a fire of this magnitude
was approximately four years
ago, Shifflett said.
The May 1997 fire was
caused by an unattended charcoal grill in Ashby Crossing,
which left the building uninhabitable Residents lived rentfree in Demon's and Blue Ridge
11.ill for two weeks afterwards,
and many returned home once
May session concluded.
Members of the Counseling
and Student
Development
Center arrived to provide support for affected residents.
Associate Director Shirley Cobb
Mid that students initially were
"glad they got out ... they are a
little dazed and shocked."
Affected students' first inclination may be to go back to
their home tow-ns, Cobb said,
but she encourages them to
remain at |\1l and take advantage oi the support system here
Cobb siul rtuoenb should contact the on-call CSDC counselor
at X8-6W2 and |MU police at
x8-6913 for further information
and assistance.
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Hunger and homelessness week
to move students outside bubble
KRIBOEI
contributing writer
Every
year
before
Thanksgiving, Ihe National
Coalition Car the IIIKIIIIIM and
the National Student i ampaign
Againtf
Hunger
and
BY MARGOT

Homelessness

National

co sponsor

Hunger

and

Homelessness
Awareness
Week. .1 iuh'ixi.il event lor the
first time, JMU will join those
efforts via the office o|
Community San in I laming.
CSL has organized .ictivi
tics starting Nov. 12 intended
to promote ewareneM .unong
..liege students about how
they can make a difference in
the world, according to .1 ( SI
press release
Senior • amphell I'aimer.
CSL I lunger and I lousing service coordinator, is in charge "t
the week's acttvitta
"We live in .1 college bub
ble, which is fun and great hut
eventually we have to move
on to the real world," she said
"We'll have to learn how to
Interact with people that aren't
the same as us."
The activities planned for the
awareness week help students
to Map out of th.it bubble.
ri.inned events include a lei tore

on poverty and homelessness in
the United States given by ass. 1
. i.iti- professor of sociology
Nikitah Imani. an activity at
Gibbons Hall Wednesday 11
1 rn to 2 p.m. where leftover
food on student's plates will be
collected and weighed at the
end of the day and a soup
kitchen event Tuesday.
CSL believes it's important
10 get involved in volunteering
and community service, according to Palmer
According to junior Katie
Si.inni. CSL Wellness and
Environment Service coordinator. "It is important to educate
people about hunger and homelessness issues because there is
.in exteme disproportion of
poverty throughout the world.
espei i.illy in the United States,
and those of us who are in a
position ot power to aid these
situations an' not directly faced
with them cadi dav''
Si.iriin said she feels the
cauSBI and myths of homelessMess need to be publicized so
that "we can understand this
sul'. ulture of our society a little
better and see how we can help
I" moot the hasic needs of every
human being Food is one of the
bask needs of every human

being, and I think it is utterly
ridiculous to have to tell a child,
or anyone for that matter, that
they can't oat t.xlay. There is
enough food in the world to go
around, it all depends on how
you distribute it"
CSL is "committed to cultivating social responsibility and
life-long learning, thereby fostering a generation of leaders
committed to positive social
change." according to the CSL
Wet. site
Sciarini and Palmer said
they are most excited about the
"Clean Your Plate" event at Dhall Nov. 14
"It's a major problem,"
Palmer said. "There's so much
food everywhere at D-hall, you
don't even stop and think about
all the starving people around
the world. By weighing the food
we hope to prove a point. We'll
be able to see how much we
waste," Palmer said.
Sciarini said. "Through
various lifestyle changes as a
society I believe it is possible
to restore having enough to
eat each day as a right and
not a privelege to all who suffer from malnutrition."
NSCAHII first started this
campaign in 1988 and since then

Former U. Hartford student
awaits disposition for fires
BY KARI BANACH

The Informer
Michael Giordano v\,i- |uri
having a cigarette, he said.
On Oct. 9. the 17-year-old
Monristown. N.J., native was
smoking outside behind I)Complex, his residence hall at
the University of Hartford.
When he was finished, he
tossed the cigarette into a
dumpster — "not on purpose," he said.
At 8 p.m. that evening, Public
Safety and the Hartford Police
escorted Giordano out of his residence hall, Giordano said.
"I didn't know what was
going on. They wouldn't tell
me," Giordano said. "They
dragged me out of my dorm. ...
They just slammed me against a
car and told me to shut up."
Giordano said that he was
taken to the Public Safety
Offlcce and questioned by the
Hartford Police about the
other fires in D-Complex.
"When I asked for a
lawyer, that's when they
arrested me," he said.
Giordano was arrested on a
charge of reckless burning
.i I though h.s cigarette was not
the cause of a fire. Associate
Director of Public Safety Mike
Czerepuszko said. Giordano
hag never been charged with
setting any of the fires
D-Complex
has
been
plagued with three or four false
alarms and four small fires since
the beginning of the fall semester, Czerepuszko said.
The dumpster into which
(ilcfdano had thrown his cigarette was the site of a fire a day
earlier, on Oct. 8. Three other
fires occurred in the D-Complex
laundry facility — two in trash
cans and the other in a dryer
earlier in
the semester,
Czerepuszko said.
"Public Safety Kid offered a
$5,000 reward (for the arrest of
the arsonist in D-Complex],"
Giordano said. "Someone
wanted to cash in on this ... I
was basically arrested for having a cigarette."
The $5,000 would only be
rewarded providing the informant was able to give "information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the person

hundreds of college campuses
across the country have joined
Hie light
"The homeless have been
stigmatized b\ sivu'tv as mentally ill and a drain ai\ our
social services," Sciarini laid
"Without a support -i.icin
such as family or friends, one
can end up on the bottom rung
pretty quickly."
lor more Information on the
week's activities, students can
contact CSL bv e-mail .it .-/ or

byphoneatx£e366

more at

JMU ROTC extends its program to Air Force
OPFt /"'"' /'<w 3
force ROTC cbn ret and labs.
Even though )MU Air
Force ROTC students will
attend classes and labs at
UVa.. all Air lone ROTC
scholarships will go toward
paying tuition at JMU.
I oot ■' lot of feedback when
I came to JMU to recruit in the
beginning of the schixil year,'
t hii-thain slid People kept
saying they wished the Air
Force ROTC program rvai here
and that thev would join if Ihe
classes were more accessible. It
looks like a golden opportunity
to increase participation. It |usl
makes sense to move out there
With the new Air Force
ROTC program .it JMU.

t hii'tham slid that instead of
Ihe students commuting to
UVa., he and tile other inilil.m
science professors would drive

ing with Cheetham to create the was here at JMU, there would
program at JMU.
be so much more opportuniWe want a quality pro- ties to get involved, instead ot
gram." Cilje said. "It usually just going over twice a week or
to JMU.
takes three or four years for on the weekends."
Cheetham
said he had any academic program to get
"I think having an Air Force
hoped to get the program up started. You can't start it with- ROTC program here would be
and running bv spring semester, out the resources."
.ini.i/.ing," freshman JMU Air
but the program has run into
Qbj slid the lack of class Force ROTC cadet Cindy
problems that will push back sp.ue and the general procedure Underwood said. "It would crethe data indefinitely
of starting an academic pro- ate interest and open up a lot of
"We haven't HnaHzed the gram was slowing down the opportunities because a lot peodeal lot," he said "Over the process of bringing Air Force Ele don't know about the Air
summer, we met with JMU pro- ROTC to JMU.
Dice ROTC."
lessors to discuss bringing it
Sophomore JMU Air Force
Junior Terry Altobello. an
there, and then I had to coordi- ROTC cadet Jen Kissel said, "I Army ROTC cadet at JMU
nate it with my boss. Now we know there are a lot of people said, "It's going to be different
have the green light to go. but who really want to be having Air Force ROTC here.
we have to find class space and involved, but they just don't We've only been Army for so
get final approval at JMU."
have the means to get over to long, but it will be good workJohn Cilje, JMU Dean of the UVa. It's definitely a hassle ing together and having the
College of Education, is work
driving there twice a week. If it armed forces together."

Study Abroad in Scotland
May 30 —June 21, 2002
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— Michael Giordano
former U. Hartford student

55
If he completes the program without infraction, his
charge will be erased from his
record, officials said. He will
-return to Hartford for disposition Nov. 16. Giordano is currently residing at home and
Mid he does not plan to
return to the university.
"Public Safety was looking
for someone to blame (for the
fires)," Giordano said.
"It's kind of unfair how people jump to conclusions. Public
Safety needs to change |its] act."
Czerepuszko
said
that
Giordano had not filed any complaint with Public Safety as of
Nov. 6 regarding the treatment
he received the night of Oct 9.
"We were unaware that
any such thing happened,"
Czerepuszko
said
of
Giordano's accusations.
Czerepuszko also said
that if Girodano chose to reenroll at the university he
would still face university
charges stemming from the
incident. The charges are not
criminal but could lead to
various types of sanctions
from expulsion to being
banned from the residential
side of campus.
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Tues 11/13
Jimmy 'O'
Wed 11/14
Eric & Joe of Muello .

Salads

Thurs 11/15
Jon Fritz

Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups

»

Thurs 11/16
Todd Schlabach

Only Raw Bar In Harrlsonburg
Catering Available

\l
SEAFOOD BAR

Exhibition Game
vs. GT Express
Wednesday, November 14
7 pm

FREE Admission!

433-9874

& GRILL
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^555^5l5 <§5*<S5^3^5ia3
Prepare for the LSAT or MCAT
right on the JMU campus!!
Enroll NOW for Spring 2002 courses:
LSAT prep starts 1/10 (ask for code LSCV2201)
MCAT prep starts 1/14 (ask for code MCCV2201)
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

Convocation Center
Come cheer on the Dukes as thev
take on the GT Express of Canada!

Smliy BruicJi 11am.-3 p.m.

30 W Water St. Harnsortjurg
7 D»y> a Wo*. 11am • 2am
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Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25t each Mon&Thurs
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or persons responsible for setting fires in D-Complex," a
Public Safety statement issued
in October said.
Giordano's case hit court
Oct. 23, Hartford Superior
Court officials said. Giordano
has not yet been cleared of
charges, officials said, though
he is in the process of completing an applied accelerated rehabilitation program for first-time
offenders.
This
program
includes probation

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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"This is about our freedom
and security."
MATTHEW MCHALE

junior
see story, below
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"It is doubtful that this
demonstration did much
more than cause others
to ridicule an absurd
method of protest."
see house editorial, below

Point proven in protest?
STep RIOMT UP
FOLKS AND TA-Ke A
HAck AT JH€ * TRee
/

OF

D6FO Re STATiotf"

WITH THIS
"AX£ OF
^MVlRoN/AeMTALlSM."

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Organization misses point with protest
PlOVing a point is one

thing; vying for attention any
way you can get it is n different story entirvlv. The Young
Democratic Socialisti have
proven with their recent
protest that they apparently
do not know the difference.
Aiming to enlighten the
JMU puhlu i»l thi'ir mission.
to protest against United
States' war efforts to Itop
terrorism,
YDS
held
a
demonstration on the commons Wednesday. YDS spent
about $150 to constnut 1 [0
foot "missile ol militarism"
that they set up on the commons for itudents i" take
•wlnn at with the "whiffle
bat 0] 11
Everyone has a right to
protest whatever it is they're
against, but where does the
logic lie, folks? It is doubtful
that this demonstration did
much more than cause others
to ridicule an absurd method
of protest. Chances are. many
in attendance found it downright silly that YDS would
ironically protest a war by

destructing a 10-foot missile.
While some of those who
Stepped up to take a whack at
the missile, "the symbol of
murder," were random students not involved in the
protest, it's likely that many
of them stepped up because,
like elementary school birthday parties, whacking a pinat.i with a Stick is a lot of fun.
Too bad YDS forgot the candy
or many more would have
been there.

-«
Chances are. many in
attendance found it
downright silly...
Recognizing the irony, YDS
attempted to prove that fighting violence with violence is
senseless, but so is protesting
violence
with
violence.
According to junior Michael
Key in a Nov. 8 Breeze article.
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the actions by YDS will give
students a sense of peace in
the middle of the current U.S.
attacks on Afghanistan. It is
hard to believe that watching
people use force to beat up
an oversized pinata would
be peaceful.
Their actions on the commons gained them attention,
and they got a front page
news story out of it, but
what's changed? The campus
is not rallying behind them;
the U.S. government isn't
changing its agenda. Mostly,
everyone watched as they
threw a tantrum about U.S.
attacks on Afghanistan, and
then everyone went about
their lives as normal. The situation is much like when toddlers throw tantrums in the
grocery story — people look,
they gawk and they go about
their business.
Members of YDS ultimately did more than just beat the
missile They handed out
fliers and were available to
talk following the demonstr.i
tion to interested and curious

onlookers. Their message,
however, was clouded by the
seemingly juvenile display.
The whiffle bat of peace will
surely stand out in many students' minds, which means
the attention-getting strategy
was a success. But one must
wonder whether YI">S want!
to be remembered for the
spectacle on the commons or
for the message for which it
works so hard to spread on
our campus.
The YDS obviously wants
to use their bizarre demonstration to bring their views to
the attention of the JMU student body. The question
remains: is the YDS scaring
more people from their cause
than they're luring? Perhaps
the active group should try a
more passive approach in
order to reach those less abrasive individuals who are more
willing to review their literature and ideals.
In search of lasting effects,
there must be more effective
ways to urge social change on
tins campus.

MATTHEW MCHALE
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student questions
demonstration
I often wonder about people, such as
the Young
Democratic Socialists, who
don't support our war on terrorism. 1 low is it possible not to
grasp the peril facing our
nation? Osama bin Laden
wants nothing more than to
massacre our mothers, fathers
and children. Do they not
understand that suspected terrorist plot leader Mohammad
Atta would have cut the throat
of every Young Democratic
Socialist at JMU if he had the
chance? Me and his crew of
hi|,K kers had no problem doing
this to flight attendants on Sept.
11. Nordid they have any problem butchering thousands of
innocent civilians. How quickly
people forget.
Nov. 7, the Young Democratic
Socialists organized a demonstration on the commons to
protest our war in Afghanistan.
As reported by The Breeze, one
member of this organization
said that we really are attacking
Afghanistan to gain access to its
vast oil resources. Did he turn
on the television Sept. 11 and
wonder if he lost parents,
uncles, cousins and friends? I
did, along with millions of other
New Yorkers
These people tout their
moral and intellectual superi
ority, yet they have no concept
of the value of human life.
How dare he trivialize the
memory of those lost with rash
generalizations
about
oil
resources and politics.
I think it would be a learning
experience for this young
socialist to speak with an angry
boy being taught in my girlfriend 's second grade class. The
boy's father lost his life along
with all the other Canter
Fitzgerald employees in the
World Trade Center.
The
uncompassionate,
uncaring organizers of the
demonstration
on campus
should explain their thoughts to
members of my family who
barely escaped the World Trade
Center with their lives intact.
Perhaps Mayor Rudy Giuliani
would have accepted their view
in between visits to the hundreds of wakes and funerals he
attended alter the attacks. It's

easy to diminish the magnitude
of the Sept. 11 events when
you're 350 miles away from
ground zero. The
Young
Democratic Socialists should
take a field trip to New York.
They might think twice about
their opinions after coughing on
the dust from demolished buildings that still dominates the air
two months after the attacksWhile it's reassuring that the
vast majority of college students
support our war on terrorism,
I'm still disturbed by those who
criticize it. They must be so
absorbed in their dangerous
pacifism not to see that the U.S.
military is defending their lives.
We are fighting for our survival
as a nation. The evil doers want
to kill our family and friends.
How can any self-respecting
American oppose our right to
defend them?
Coincidentally, while writing
this column. I received an e-mail
from my boss at my Manhattan
internship. In response to the
question, "How are things in
NY?," he wrote, "NYC's nuts as
usual. Still afraid of the next
attack." There is no guarantee
that the next one won't be a
smallpox epidemic or a nuclear
holocaust. The threat to our safety is real. We cannot allow this
constant fear of the next attack to
grip our nation The only way to
eliminate the fear is to go to the
source, hunt them on their home
turf and eliminate them We
must take whatever action is necessary to riil the world of terrorism. This could include further
lestrichons of civil liberties and
the increased use of ground
troops. All steps must be taken to
protect our family and friends.
Those in opposition to the
war effort and I do share a common opinion, however. Our
utmost sympathy goes to the
people of Afghanistan. They
have known nothing but war
and suffering for decades Most
of them have no connection to
bin Laden. We must do everything we Gin help these innocents. Certainly, ridding them of
the Taliban's puritanical rule
would be a good start. An end to
the war in Afghanistan before

see DEMONSTRATION ftage 9

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Protesters urged to
unite with war cause
To the Editor
Responding to the photo of
sophomore Mike Caims in the
Nov. 8 edition of The Breeze, his
passive aggression should be
directed towards the doers of
the evil acts of Sept. 11.
Let's not confuse retaliation for justice. We did not get
involved in the war in Europe
to gain access to Germany's
automobile technology. Did
we bomb Japan so we would
know more about transiMorV
Sophomore Peter Gelderloos'
rationale that we are bombing
Afghanistan to acquire its oil
is absurd.
If those that Tom Brokaw
refers to as the "Greatest
Generation" in his book about
the World War II generation
had reacted similarly to Cairns,
JMU would be teaching
English as a foreign language.
No one wants peace more
than the military. They are our
protectors of peace. However,
we do not live in an Utopian
world. The military and those
who sacrificed their lives in
previous wars are what
allows a person the freedom
to protest and "whack" symbolic missiles.
Pride in America is sometimes confused with am»gance
and ignorance. But we flag-

wavers do know the difference
between right and wrong.
When innocent civilians were
deliberately murdered on Sept.
11, it was an act of evil.
The
media
reports
American patriotism because it
is predominate. Osama bin
laden is our Charles Manson.
He is Germany's Hitler. Yes.
we want peace. The road to
peace is to stop bin Laden, his
sympathizers and all terrorists.
We must defend ourselves
against the hatred and evil
directed toward us.
It is pleasing to see that
some students do understand this, such as sophomore Kyle Vitasek and junior
Jennifer Kies in the Nov. 8
Breeze article
Please pick up your "bat of
peace," and unite for an honorable and just cause.
Ed Morrison
Citizens Against Terrorism

Alumnus "ashamed"
of student protest
To the Editor
I remember the wonderful
feeling of security that I had
during my years at JMU and
the isolation that I felt from
world events. The news really
didn't apply to me unless it
was regarding campus parking or which new bars were

about to open, which is why I lack of connection to the rest of
believe it's easy for budding the world.
young minds to forget that our
I am not a "war-monger"
nation is at war. Protesting our by any means, but the fact that
nation's action in the manner our nation so horribly was
in which it was conducted last attacked should have driven
week on the commons was not home the point that this may
only in poor taste considering happen again. Although this
the current state of national enemy comes from the shademergency, but it also was irreows, it is still an enemy that
sponsible. I would be curious declared war on our nation
to know what percentage of with the murder of 7,000 peothose students protesting had
ple, including many of my lawrelatives at the World Trade enforcement brothers.
Center or the Pentagon and
C Hir nation — and the world
what percentage have relatives — has a responsibility to make
currently
deployed
to sure this does not happen again.
unknown locations in the
And to do so means to stop the
Middle East.
enemy, wherever he may be. As
As a recent alumni, I have our enemy not only coordinated
to say that I am glad that I the attacks on the 11th, our
graduated prior to the protests enemy is also the same nation
on the commons this past that provided comfort ami supweek. I was embarrassed by port to these individuals.
the conduct of the student
Instead of protesting the
body during the Forest Hills actions of the nation trying to
riots approximately a year ago, protect you and your future
but now I truly am ashamed of generations, why don't you
the individuals who call themprotest the actions ot those
selves the JMU student body.
Who Killed 7,000 of our fellow
As a law enforcement offiAmericans? And when you
cer, I was more than affected
feel like taking the "whiffle bat
by the events of Sept 11. I of peace" to a missile covered
remember spending the aftertn red, white and blue, try to
noon trying to call my colremember the image of men
leagues in New York City after and wonwn jumping from the
the attack and the sick feeling 80th floor of Tower 1.
that I had during the hours
Sean Currie
that I received a busy signal.
2001, ISAT
How I missed the carefree days
see LETTERS, page S
of my dorm existence and my
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content Vie Bnvze was looking
for, they wen- .1. nu.l
Turf holds no ill will toward
The Breeze. We wish them the
best of luck in its efforts to
To the Editor.
print quality, "socially releThe Breeze's decision to vant" material. Now that Turf
sever ties with Turf was made is independent, we will stay
alter many attempts by the Turf true to our content of "zany
staff to add "socially relevant" comedy and limitless boundand "edgy" content to our aries " WE .IISO would be honexisting "zany" material. The ored to serve as an outlet1 for
Breeze waited until the end of the wide range of students
October to cut Turf out of its here at JMU whose voices may
agenda. During that tune. Turf be muffled by oonMrvattam.
fully expected to be printed in
We are very close to finding
Tte Breeze. The Breeze editors printing facilities and are
were concerned that Turfs con- working toward raising funds.
tent was not socially relevant If you are interested in workenough and therefore chose to ing for, constructive I v critiu/
cancel two of our printing ing or helping out in any way,
dates. In an effort to compro- stop by our meetings Mondays
mise with Vie Breeze, Turf made at 8:30 p.m. on the second floor
an honest attempt to submit of Duke Hall We wHI be Kick,
new socially relevant material. no holds barred and, as
However, without taking the always, far from sife.
new material into consideraKeisha Banks,
tion. The Breeze made its decieditor. Turf
sion to sever ties with Turf.
senior, art
It is true that Turfs system
of management did not fit well
under The Breeze's hierarchy,
but that was simply btcaUM
The Breeze editors expected me
to rule over my staff, and 1
chose to include them in more To The Editor
of the editing process than The
This is in response to the
Breeze would have liked. The dart against the Marching
content of Turf was not Royal Dukes in the Nov. 8 issue
changed this year, nor was our of The Breeze. I would like to
"vision/' which the editor of ask the person who sent the
Vie Breeze wanted us to change dart what they have done
to meet her own. Furthermore, recently to show spirit and
when my staff expressed that it respect for JMU and the comwould like to meet with the munity as consistently as the
editors of The Breeze to get a MRDs.
clearer idea of what kind of
You say you are tired of

Editor addresses
cutting Turfties

Marching band
dart contested

"Ears pinned to my
liead."

supporting a group that has no
respect for JMU? This is a statement made in complete ignorance. Arriving a week before
clUMI start, the first thing
MRDs do as a group is to learn
not only the JMU Fight Song,
but the School Song as well. Do
you know the words to both? I
doubt you bothered to learn.
Do you show respect by dressing up in JMU colors at any
time other than 1 lomecoming?
The Student Duke Club and
MRDs are in full purple-andgold regalia every chance they

get

As lor K'ing elitist — the
MRDs are indeed an elite
group of students, but not elitist. What otter single organi/cition brings such intem.ition.il
recognition to JMU? Vfery few
people outside of Virginia have
even heard of JMU. Yet, the
MRDs have shown the JMU
colors (in uniform no less) in
Monaco and Greece, both at
the invitation of the governments of those countries, not
some organization within the
countries, but the ruling go\ eminent The MRD*. wen t\ en
united to the Olympics in
Sydney. Were you? The MRDs
work incredibly hard to be
"elite." What did you do during your fall break? The MRDs
were up at 6 a.m. to perform at
Montpelier for a James
Madison
commemorative
stamp ceremony where, not
only were the MRDs in uniform, but wasn't televised at
all. The MRDs practice five
days a week and spend about
12 hours on Saturdays with the

band. I doubt you spend that
much time on anything.
You showed your incredible powers of observation in
ngarai to the la* k ot uniform,
but what did you do immediately following the poorly
attended Homecoming RUM6
(such school spirit from the

ttudenl body!)? I brt you wenl
home, took off your paint.
Changed out of your JMU colors, ate sonnthing and got OR
with your lazy collegiate
career. The MRDs went back to
practice. In fact, they stayed
over an hour altur the
Homecoming parade to DTK
tice for your entertainment
purposes
the
new
Homecoming Show
I think that before you write
another ignorant, insulting.
and moronic dart against a
group you have no knowledge
of, you should abide by the
adage "do not judge until you
have walked a mile in someone else's shoes." I think you
should join the MRDs for a
day. Then you can learn precisely how off-target your dart
was Ferhapa sou can expand
your education and Irani to
respect one of the largest and
hardest working student
groups on campus.
Sarah Teuscher
senior, music industry
To the Editor
As
I
read
through
Thursday's edition of The
Breeze, I came upon the Darts
and Bali expecting to read the
normal remarks to philanthropists who gave drunks a

"Newhteecaps."

Brett Dodson

sophomore, accounting

sophomore, music education

Thanksgiving Day Parade is
one of those places. Being televised is a perk, but moreover,
it's a way for JMU to be seen
internationally and that should
give us pride.
There were logistical reasons as to why the MRDs were
not in uniform. The parade
starts as many band members
are just getting out of class.
Uniforms take a while to get
into. Therefore, time is short.
The uniforms have to be worn
again the next day. Parades are
a lot of work for a marching
Kind, so those things are neither dry nor smelling good.
These are likely reasons they
wore purple and gold street
clothes, not because they aren't
into the "All Together One"
spirit. If that was the case,
shouldn't everyone have been
in band uniforms?
As for your not supporting
the group — if it is so tiring for
you to support them (and by
"support" 1 mean the exhausting task of watching), it's best
you stay at home. We don't
need "fans" that look for a
petty reason to attack a group
so beloved on this campus. The
MRDs are better oh* hearing
from fans that know why we
support them. Next time,
before opening your mouth,
think about the hours it spends
in the summer heat and frigid
cold preparing music so that
your tired eyes can be entertained by something more than
empty Astrorurf at halftime.
T.J. Miles
graduate student,
musk performance

/ would never have it
lone."

^*

Jimmy Harris

ride or the darts against people
who talk in the library. This
time, I saw something that
stuck — a dart against the
marching band.
As a former maahing band
member, I have an understanding of the group, having
been a eectfon leader and also
getting my bachelor's in music
education
I would first like to address
the comment of being an "elitist group" that does not
"reaped their own students.
staff, alumni and community."
Let me ask you, anonymous
writer, is dressing up in uniform all it takes to show
"respect?" Are the 10 hours a
week it spends preparing
enfeerteininenJ for the three to
four-hour football game not
enough? 1 low about the trips it
takes to other universities to
back the Dukes? I cannot think
of another group that has more
pride in what it does. It's at
every home game, cheering its
heart out, whether our team
wins or not. While the student
stands may empty, the marching band's stands are always
toll
Marching Band is a twocredit course. Last time I
checked, a two-credit course
only meets a fraction of the 10plus hours the MRD members
devote per week. So why do
they do it? It's not for money
— they pay to march. The only
reason left is pride and respect
tor this school. The televised
events they attend are places
where JMU should be proud to
see our band. The Macv's

Toes elongated."

ISPOTLIGHTI
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Erin Fitzpatrick

David Der

freshman, political science

freshman, computer science

Topic: If you could have plastic Slirgery, what would you have done?

MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Visit us at the
Physical Therapy School Expo
Friday. November 16 • 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Room 136. ISAT Building
"I did thr« clinical practicums,
so I was qualified for many
different jobs after I graduated".
■Morgan Surdyk Francis
Children's National Medical Center
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MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
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Cash and Checks accepted at al locations. Flex may be used al the Health Center location
Questions, please cal568 69dlor visitow website www tmuedu/healthctr
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Demonstration does not prove
war efforts to be unneccesary

Darts

DBMONSntATIOh fi m page 7

Darts A Pats art submitted anonymously
and printed on a space>-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a gorn situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

.Mir BjOflls .ire met would be

Pats

unacceptable

E-mail darts and pats to brw/cdpfc'hoimail.umi

Dart...

Pat-

A "don't-even-try-to-fcet-rough" dart to
the University of Maryland's roller hockey
team for going down hard at the hands of
the JMU roller hockey Hun
From a fan who enjoyed string "* better
team come out on top.

A " thanks-so-much-for-your-love-andsupport" pat to the snack machine on the
first floor of the Modular Building.
Sent in by two senior SMAD majors wfio
don't know how they toould hat? survived the
late production nights the past two years without your Grandma's cookies and chips.

Unfortunately!

the ION or more lite is ,i cruel

Inevitability. Thousandi of
German d\ Uians lost Iheii Uvea
throughoul World War li, bui
our grandfathers remained
ileadfast against fascism, genocide and terror. Would these
s,irrH' critics oppose the validit)
of oui parlKip.ilion in that war?
Iras is about our freedom and
security. Our enemies aren't con
tained to national boundaries
Tltey movefreelv among us, protected by the very liberty they
wish to take away. We must elim-

InsAs teitorisbi here, but also cut
off the source, In AJjgrantoton,
[ma Iran and elsewhere
t If count wai is not the only
solution. It must be accompanied by financial, diplomatic
and lodaJ efforts. This tight will
be long, difficult and bloody, but
clearly MOESMiy fhto is our
generation's turn to be defenders. '! freedom and the enemies
of terror. Regardless of the
short-Sited* uninformed preaching of me Young Democratic
Socialist*, IVt Will prev.nl. God
Bless America!
Matthew Mcllale is a junior
ISA1 major.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thankyou-for-being-so-gulliblc" pat
to all my roomies and friends who actually
believed me when I told them I "got it on"
in the parking deck last Monday night
with the boy downstairs.
Sent in by a senior utto had a great uirk ii
laughs and who loved seang yourprktkm mc
tions all week long.

A "thanks-for-the-1 a ugh" dart to the
Young Democratic Socialists for their entertaining display of idiocy on the commons
Wednesday.
From an American uMo's not too blinded by
his hatred of capitalism to understand that this
war is just, and also believes that over 5,000 former World Trade Cettter workers would agree
with him if they could.

SUBMITTING IS COOL. WE LIKE COOL

Can you
write
humor or
about
politics,
Religious cancer infects campus
current
Ismam JMTJ
Dart...

Pat...

A "way-to-sound-illiterate" dart to JMU
students who do not use the vocabulary
they learn in college, but resort to profanity.
Sent in by an annoyed junior who is tired of
listening to your potty mouth*.

A "thanks-for-being-the-most-spiritedgroup-on-campus" pat to the Marching
Royal Dukes, who make the football games
twice as exciting and represent our school
nationally as prideful in every way.
Sent in by a sophomore who thinks the
MRDs should ignore the rude dart from an
ungrateful person and continue their reign of
talent and enthusiasm.

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

RICK GILMARTIN

I've been here at JMU for six
years now, four years as a student and two years as a staff
member, and it seems that the
old adage is true that "the more
things change the more they
stay the same."
Every year, at regular intervals, I open Tfie Breeze to find the
same thing, one or more students writing about their frustrations with the "intolerant"
religious groups on campus,
trying to "sell their faith to others." Most of the time, being an
evangelical Christian, I read the
articles and kindly put them
aside as informative of the spiritual climate on campus.
However, upon reading Dan
Maurer's opinion in the Nov. 8
edition of The Breeze, I felt that
an answer was needed. To compare evangelical Christians, as I
feel this article was targeted
toward, with the men and the
ahilosophies responsible for the
loodshed in the Balkans or any

The question must be posed
other area is a heinous and irresponsible misrepresentation of that if after a lifetime of searching, I came to the same concluthe truth.
I should clarify, however, sion regarding the truth as 1 did
that I do not qualify as an evan- my freshman year here at JMU,
gelical Christian like the so- would that make it true simply
called preachers who annually because I searched longer? I
seem to visit our campus and wonder also under this line of
"preach" on the commons, call- thought, if when I am 70 and
ing spectators "whores," among still have faith in the person
other things. These people mis- and work of Christ, will people
use the word of God tor their still assume that 1 am arrogant
own gains. Those that I call and that arrogance is because
evangelical Christians are those of ignorance?
Maurer is correct in saying
who, out of love for their fellow
students and love for their Lord, that faith is not easy, and it
follow his command by sharing should not be sold. The forgivethe good news of forgiveness ness and grace that God offers
they have received, whether in a was not easy at all. It was
class, in a dorm room or at a accomplished only by the death
of his only son, an Innoccnl
scheduled event
This, I assume, is the cancer man, who suffered a criminal's
that Maurer claims has infected death, and worse, the very
our dear campus. Unfortunately, wrath of God as a substitution
it appears as if Maurer himself for us. So no, this faith is not an
has been infected by the very easy faith. Nor should faith be
cancer of intolerance that he sold. God's grace is free. It is
offered freely and so the faith
claims to fight against.

Ski Free

at
Ski Resort
Massayiutten
Now hiring lor Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and Morel
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
Stop by th« Ski Offica M-F 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
lo fill out an application.

289-4954

th.it accompanies that grace it>
also is free. "Come to me all you
who are weary and heavy laden
and I will give you rest," JasUI
said. His call is to come, to come
with all of the stuff of your life.
Is it easy,? No, not at all.
As for evidence, I'm afraid
that it is a lack of true investiga
tion, not evidence that pfOVOMBS
such a response. Am I arrogant
about these things? If I boast
about anything, it is only in
(. hi ist. tor i did not create sue h a
gnat salvation, nor could I
attain it. It is only by God's
unmerited favor to me that I can
say such things without confidence in anything but him. If
this is a cancer, then it is |
strange cancer which brings hie
and not death I thank c ;<*d that
this is an intellectual!) tree .mil
safe institution because if it
weren't, 1 may never have heard
of the grace that t»*i offers

BREEZE OPINION

- SEEGER HALL
MSC6805

ANTHONY

OPINION DESK: X8-3846

kick Gfimnrtai u s rtaffaiewber with JMU parking

• Shuttle pickup from your school's campus
• Transportation to any airport, train station
or your Iron! door!

3

For more info, including prices,
please call

540-885-5576 SHESA.WAH SHUTTLE
Whether it's the train, the plane, or your trout door, Shcnaiuloah Shuttle will gel you there.

Ski and Snowboard School
Register today for:
Section 1: Tuesdays (Jan. B - Feb. 12)
Section 2: Thursdays [Jan. 10 - Feb. 14) Transport avoita

M^f^fKT,'

Beginner and Intermediate Classes
Cost: Slie after 1 2/14 with equipment
and 610O without.
Early Bird Cost: S10S before 12/14 with equipment
and$q.O without

For more information coll xB-8734

Get Outta {Town! 4

di ome Jor tfie di ofiday

Step 1: Take the lift up for a
great time...

Section 3: Sundays (Jan. 27. Feb. 3 & 10)
Two hour lessons
asaaapaaaaliaBliiiaBBBBBBBBBBBaBaBBBl
IBIBBBBBBBSBBSI
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You're brilliant at devising strategies tor peace. And vet, you
may use them this year to penetrate the other side's defense. All's fair in love and war.
Don't become the enemy. Instead, be a beacon tor the triumph of love. Be ruthlessly
compassionati1

ACROSS
Indian stale
In good shape
A Simpson
Part of a
process
15 Costa _
16 Provo's slate
17 _ Hall
University
18 Prayer wind-up
19 Sound quality
20 Grace
22 Millinery
anchor?
24
Aviv-Jaffa
25 Army bed
26 Shoe pan
27 Invented facts
29 Endure
33 Pulverize
35 Irritate
36 Track gathering
37 Inning enders
38 Becker or
Yeltsin
39 Cookery expert
Rombauer
40 Fence the loot
41 Down for the
night
42 Loses footing
43 Forbore
45 Singer Paul
46 Hoods' guns
47 Chicken/king
connection
48 Mauna
volcano
51 Tribute
54 Barbehng
56 ICU element
57 Bridle part
59 Sheriff's band
1
6
10
14

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Aries (March 21-April 19)
MToday is a 6 - Let yourself be
4|^^i swept away by someone else s
^^7 enthusiasm. You're often the one
who starts things, but this time
it's OK to be a follower. Don't sneak
home later. Go out with the gang to celebrate your recent victories.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^» Today is a 6 - An idea that has
^^^i merit may be a tad premature,
ay There are still a few bugs to be
worked out, as you'll soon discover. If this is happening at work, the odds
are good that a profitable solution to the
problem will soon emerge.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - Things should be
' going well. There's plenty to
keep you busy, and plenty of
money. It's not quite time to
splurge, however. Make promises to your
true love, and follow through on them
this weekend.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 - Even if you're a
. little under the weather, love
gives you the strength you need.
Everything isn't quite perfect yet,
but you're getting there.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
_ -. Today is a 5 - You'd like to get
^^M> going, but something is slowing
^^^S you down. Arc you dragging an
anchor? Still tied to the dock?
Ask your mate or partner if there's something you're missing
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
i ^m Today is a 7 - A friend might try
"v^WI to talk you out of accepting a
JA}' difficult assignment. Don t listen.
^^^" You can learn to do it, and it will
mean more money. Ask for your friend's
support. You'll get it eventually.

Today is a 7 - Your opinion is important,
so make sure it's heard, even by
. those who outrank you. And yes,
' you can take on new respoiwhlilk's but not at Iho expense of
vour familv.

£&:

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - Your enthusiasm
| has been dampened slightly.
; Things turn out OK, but keep
travel to a minimum. A private
conversation with family is vour
best entertainment option for tonight.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Your friends can help you
put things into perspective, but
j^m" don t just do what they suggest,
^^^ Use your own judgment, especially where your money is concerni'd

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - You're a doer, not a talk-i
er, so you may not think of
■k
yourself as a counselor or
f^fcj teacher But people respect
your advice. You may discover
this soon, when an authority figure
asks for your opinion.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today
j^a
|^P
W^\

is a 7 - A person from far
away may need your assistance. This could be a friend
of a friend. Use your expertise
to fix what's broken. You'll
have a winning idea.

60 Clair de _
61 Jamaican
export
62 Join in
63 Pops the
question
64 Jab
65 Takes ten

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^ Today is a 7 - A disagreement
{£%) with A loved one about how to
^^F spend money mars an otherwise
placid day. Stall. If you keep
looking, you can find something you
both like at a price you can afford maybe even later tonight.

DOWN
1 Balance-sheet
plus
2 Upright stone
slab

'
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25
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13
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:
3 Phoebe and
Phobus
4 Keenly
enthusiastic
5 Terrorized
6 Pamphlet
7 Colendge
poem. "The
of the Ancient
Mariner"
8 Cool down
9 Sewer
entrances
10 Sour drink
11 At the summit
12 Rajah's wife
13 Subsequently
21 Silent assent
23 Alternative to
lager
26 Uniform
28 Foments
29 Worn down
30 Tightrope
walkers
31 Office fill-in
32 Greek letters
33 Urge
34 Bumpkin

c
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Choir attire
Ump's request
Red fish
Droop
The Greatest
Astronomer
Cannon
49 Beginning
50 Teen followers?

S

51 Waikiki dance
52 Burden
53 Weasel's
relative
54 Smooth
comparative
55 Johnnycake
58 Prima donna's
problem

—Tribune Media Services

ODEN HOUSE
SyNfjfcSE

WIHEN:
WNERE:

FmdAy, NOVEMDER 1 6ih, 10:OOA.M. TO 5:00 p.M.
SuiNCAhsE APARTMENTS' IVUMII I APARTMENT, 1 901A
Dim i (1ST buildiiNq ON TIHE Riqlu AS you

SUNCIHASE

ENTER T^E COMplEX.)

Why:

To SEE A SAMPIE of win RI you could live NEXT VEAR,
ENJOy SOME Rl fl<t slflVII N1S ANd...

_

MEET MATT, TIHE NEWEST

AddmoN

TO OUR SlINCriASE MARrCETiNq

TEAM!

442^4800
WWW.SUCrHASE.NET
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Story by senior writer Jeanine Gajewski
Graphics by senior artist Cindy Tinker
11 s rhursda) oftemoonandyou'rethinking
about catching the bus to I'RI'c before heading oul t.n ,i night in the 'Burg. Bui when does
tlu- bus arrive in South View, and how Kite is

i Kii open? hUt too cold outside to wear those

new workout sliorts1 wiut new movies or local
Kinds (.in you look forward to sivmg when you
gel bat k1 Before wasting hours Bearcning even
where tor information. Read straight to
http:/!jtftuitiiilvjott.iain. IheDaib lolt is |\|U's
one-stop \Uh sits to find .ill that and more, snd
it s ()iii\ a mouse click swa)
rhe whole purpose WM to create an itmos
phere apart from the university where sti
to find out what s going on ott and on
campus ,nid to connect with each other ." said (un*
lor ( hria t latkr. site director ol IMl 'i branch oi
the Daily Jolt. Clarke established the |olt at |\1l
last tall
With its network ot over 100campus-spedfr
Web -ids. each created Mid niaintained bv students, or "(oilers' on that campus, the Dally lolls
mission is to Supply dav-Io d.i\ and Un.il intormation and to pro\ Ide a > rOSS-CampUS tor inn i,>r students u< voice their opinions.
I he lolt I homepage otters links to sites that
ian be .K^cssed trom |ML"s otlmal hoim
including the JMU bookstore, athletics department Student ser\ u<'s, I -C .inipus. Student
(.o\ eminent Asso. i.ition and the library, to name a
lew Hut the Dally lolt is not a rehash of the university's Web site, it provides Information Indud
[ng the day's top news stories from national and
International snur.es and local outlets such ai
i he current weather conditions and
up* oming local«vents* like concerts In Wilson
Hall and Mainstreet bar .md (.rill, are listed on tlu
Jolt's homepage.

ili< cahtndars tor off-campus events, arts snd
entertainment .ind sports are very useful," said

Freshman Lut Barron, who discovered the Dairy
Jolt this semester 1 hay hai e a lot ot Information
all in one pl.ne "
lunior Nicole Vun Mid she heard about the
Dally lolt through I larke last war. "I t(Hik a look
at the site and was iininediateK hooked. I li.we
had it as my homepage ever since Besides having
breaking school news foi the up-to-date student, I
SnfO) being able to see the uealhcr at anv given
moment as well as the dinner menu at D-hall tor
that night. I constantly look up UREC hours on
the Daily Jolt and was excited to see a new feature
at the beginning ot the year thai even allowed me
to buy books through the site '
Marion said. " I he best feature Ifl the Hihliomatu
bibliography creator. It's a huge time-saver ... I also

hk,' looking at the art on bSeSawhUI Gallery link
Ibe DaiK lolt began three yean ago m Boston
in an Amherst ( oUege dorm room In the summer
of 1998, sophomore Aunt Gupta was frustrated
with the official campus site that catered to loo
many audien.es Including parents, prospective
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JMU Daily Jolt

student- M^i alumni 1 le deuded to put together
an alternative site tor hirnseU and his Mends, calling the site Amherst c entral
I le put ever) thing on it that he thought would
be useful ' said ( hris Herron, president 01 the
Daiij lolt \ttei a couple weeks, Gupts discovered
that more than |US) .1 tew ot his triends were using
his --ite. \\,ud was spreading M ross ,anipiis. He
■ I tint' e-mailfl < MTI i\,n Irom other students
with suggestions on how to improve the site
1 lerron said
Gupta'l friend at Brown University, Mike
1 -;i\ ing the site a shot at Brown.
Ihev changed the name to ihe I >ailv lolt and
built a site for brown students. The same thing
happened there It quickly spread across e.impus
and became a dall) resource tor students at
Brown. 1 lerron said
summer ot I'HW, taipta and (.m-l/er
i" all,, d thi \ had something o\\ their hands. About
to enter then junior vears. tbev both decided to
drop cut ol sehool .nu\ work on the Daily lolt full
time and trv to spread it to .is main colleges as

possible.
"That tall I joined them in helping out with
re, rutting nev« schools and the sit.1 total went to
about 20SChoolfl Heiron said. "We have grown
to 101 s(ln«»|s simply by word ot mouth Friends
tell Mends about the Dall) lolt, .\ud anyone without a site ai their school win contact us ,wu\ work
uith us to set up a site tor their sehool "
lodav the toil has sduk lo its nn>ts bv including Interesting Information with ^n Interactive

twist. Unlike one-way Information sources, studentS Supply feedback and events bv contacting
the site to share the news online Students -an sell
■ in the Marketplace or check out employment opportunities mi the |oh Board
Another advantage of the |olt is links to fun
lites H nil h provide little ebc but a break from the
stress ot college life believe me, the IXulv lolt has
res, ned mi' Irom many nights ot boredom and
stres-. Vim said.
The Jolt Includes online polls Baking w hat students did tor tall break or w I1.1t they think is the

i\orsi \o\ Instant Messenger sway message. As
part ol a contest last year, students submitted offbeat things then professors said tor example; "I'm
fat, but I'm happy." Ihese ijuirkv quotes are tea
tured on tlu- loiis homepage Before registering
lei a, lass, students can check how others iale the
professor M\d submit their own evaluations. Chat
fbrumi on hot topi, sand recent events allow JMU
students to connect with each other and studenls
al Other universities w illi Dall) lolt sites
According to Herron, each month the Daily Jolt
gets Over ItUMHi users and 1^ million page views
a, ross id, network. Herron said that al schools
like brown and Amherst. over SO percent of the
CampUS uses the sile e\ ei v da\
"The Daily lolt is pretty big as a issourca here/
said t liristma Tommer. a junior at lohns Hopkins

University. "It is something you |iist know about.
Brooke Lahneman, a junior at Universit\ ol
Virginia, said she heard about the site at the beginning of her first year through a campus-w ide email and fliers "Just the other day, I was looking
at the Dally lolt Web site for information on jobs
tor this summer." I ahneman said. "I'm thinking >>t
going out to California, so the Daily lolt was a
great place to look lor out-of-town jobs.
Perhaps because the lolt is a Eauij recent addition to JMI s assi ts, it is n,»t as well know n as it is
at other schools. I don't think people even realize
that there has been this site Compiled tor them,'

run said.
The site depends on student teedback to kivp
tresh .\m\ up-to-date. "We prioritize and make
adjustments to the site based on user teedback,"
I lerron said. "Over the last several months, we've
adjusted the tront page design, added a |oh Board
and re\ amped the Food Guide."
Yun said she thinks that at )V1U the Daily Jolt
is not Widely known or used, and because ol this,
its listings ol activities .nut oft-campus events an
not varied oredactii or even many in number"
The site is a work in proga'ss, and Clarke said
he plans to continue expanding the features ol
|MU's Daily Jolt. For example, hi* said he is currentlv is working on a JMU Chat Directory toi the
site This would allow viewers to look up the At >l
Instant Messenger screen names of JMU students
who have submitted them to ihe Jolt.
My goal is to make the Daily lolt everv student's homepage," Clarke said. "I really think that
il our torunis took oil, it would be a great place lor
students to debate and talk about important
i>s,ie^ Stime s.hcHils have between 20 and 50 posts
a day, while at JMU, there are only a touple a
week
"I'm Irving to expand the site bv hiring a stall
to help me run it as it grows," Clarke said 1 le saul
Students who SOI interested in helping with marketing, advertising and content writing can contact
him by e-mail at tlnrketc.
"We've tried hard to pay our bills with income
Irom things that are useful to users," Herron said
For a fee, local restaurants post menus and
coupons and businesses advertise positions on the
|ob Board and buy baby ads" to display on the
site Ihe Jolt also runs cross-network campaigns in
the torm of banner ads. Herron said thev strive to
keep the site from becoming overly commercial,
t >hviously we need to pay our server costs but
we want the emphasis of tlie site to remain being
useful to studenls
We re hoping to continue growing to more
schools across the country and become the underground network of student-run college sites that
every student in the United States uses ever) dtw
Herron said
Barron said, I tell all my friends lo check it
out. You can find things out about JMU that you
didn't even know were there."
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Can You Move?
Nov. 14

5 -6 pm
Canned food admission.

Study abroad this summer in

GHANA

Make a difference!

/Application Deadline:
November 15, 2001 (early decision)
February 1, 2002 (regular decision)
For more information, contact...
Dr. Ouvid Owusu- Ansah. 5r>8-6743, <»\\ usuu< I * n imn <-<iu or
the JMU Office ot" Inlcniational Programs, Hillcrcst East,
fy<iH-OA 1 '>. international^* jmu.udu. www.jiilu.edu/intcrnutionu

^rtfit

First Aid Training Classes
Nov. 16
2-5 pm '
Register by Nov. 15th
American Red Cross

WANTED: CANS
The Breeze is sponsoring a If? I

drive. Bring

>n yB s of veggies. fej^ s of soup, fS3||
tuna, and even
reason why you

s of

s of meat. There is no
£7 "t get to one of the following

locations and drop off your \^\ s.

Ends November 16th
Benefits the Blue Ridge Food Bank
(they are especially in need of canned meat products)

Drop Off Locations:
Ashby
Baskets of Joy
Bayside Tanning
Candle Ray's
Carribbean Tan

The Commons
Harnsonburg Baptist
Harnsonburg OBGYN
James McHone
Kate's Natural Products

Kroger
The Look
Madison Marketing Assoc.
Mercy House
Mike's Food Mart

Neighbor's
University Outpost
Pheasant Run
Valley Vets
Simple Pleasures
South View
& The
Stone Gate

rJ
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■ Click here
Check out Web sites that cover
everything from the dirt on
Hollywood stars to ways to gel
a good internship.

more at
www.heclders.com
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"I get to see the actors evolve
through the rehearsal process
and take the characters into
their own hands."
JUSTIN TOLLEY

student director
see rtory below

All the world's a stage
The journey of a play from the pen to the performance
Relationship
'Remains'

A director under the spotlight
BY CARRIE DODSON AND
BRENNA WALTON

BY BRENNA WALTON

skiff writer
A group of longtime friends
are forced lo deal with incidents of Ihe past and how to
define themselves and their
friendship as a result of tinunforeseen circumstances of
one turbulent night.
"Animal Remains" is the
story of three friends in their
early 20s whoare reunited after
one of them returns to town
after disappearing for several
years. Written and directed by
senior Justin Tolley. "Animal
Remains" opens at Theatre II
this week.
The play begins with Abe,
played by senior Robert O.
Wilson, the one who disappeared, contined to the same
abandoned house on the
ouskiris of town that the three
friends played in as children._
Ixwna, played by senior Trinity
Baker, visits to bring him food
and tend to the dog bite
wounds that he received from
"The Beast," the dog that lurks
around the house
Eventually Abe and Loma
are joined by a third friend.
Pitch, played by |unior Hunter
Christy, in spending a night in
the house where things that
have affected their pasts and
will continue to affect their
futures are brought forth.
"It's a vulnerable show,
because it's us as college students now going from playing
to reality, from people of imagination to people of action and
reality and finding that precarious balance as we straddle
childhood and adulthood,"
Baker said.
"Animal Remains" is play
ing at Theatre II Nov. 13
through 17 at 8 p.m. each night
with a midnight showing on
Friday. Nov. 16. Tickets cost $2
and may be purchased at the
door. The Theatre II box office
opens at 6:30 p.m. on each performance night.

ifphotugraptiei
Senior Trinity Baker sits on top of senior Robert 0. Wilson in 'Animal Remains."
The Theatre II production explores the changes in relationships as the characters struggle to draw the line between childhood and adulthood.
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WXJM
BY BRENNA WALTON

Senior Mark Capon,
above, Is one of
many JMU students
who host radio
shows on WXJM,
JMU's campus radio
station that's completely student-run.
Juniors Kristen
Nolen and Sandy
Tang, right, work
together on the air.
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"A day in the life of . . ■* is an opportunity for members of the JMU community
to express meaningful thoughts of any
sort. Students, teachers and anyone too
eccentric to be categorized — find a way
to give insight into your life in under
200 words and send it to the style editors
at M_day_in_the_life_of@hotmail.com.
Authors of selected entries will be published on a regular basis in The Breeze
style section. For more information, call
X8-3151.

\uijl writer
nUi fa the first in a xtiea ot
several articles on WXfM.
Walking into AnthonySeegei I fall is not unlike ven
tunng into any other typical
building on a college tainjuis
lha sounds of a violin floating
out Iroru ihe auditorium to
your right, administration
bustling about in the offices
straight ahead.
But if you open the second
door on your left, the one covered with stickers and fliers
with the muffled sounds of an
indie label's newest prodigy
emanating from behind it,
you are immediately transported to another world:
WXJM 887 FM, JML's cam
[Mis radio station.
WXJM is completely student run with the exception
of an employee of WMRA.
another local radio station
also housed in AnthonySeeger, acting as a liaison
between WXJM and National
Public Radio.
With 30 managers and 100

staff writers
The lights dim, the curtain opens
and the audience is transported into the
world tin- , ,M mates for them. Swept
up in the plot, one may not think about
the process a play undergoes to reach
the atagl before them. But senior |ustm
Tolley knows. A SMAD major from
Lexington, Tolley wrote a play titled,
"Animal Remains" thai opens this
week at Theatre II. In an interview.
Tolley shares his ideas on growing up,
n'l.itionshipsand the process of writing
and directing a plav.
Tolley began writing "Animal
Remains" in February and said it has
been under constant revision Mine
After a visit to an abandoned farmhouse, Tolley decided tin Ihe setting for
the play "I've been interested in abandoned houses since I was young, and
[after this visit) I wondered 'what could
I set here?' To me, the houses have a fascinating aura."
I to admitted that he wrote the play
not specifically for a JMU performance, but rather "to get it out of my
head," but he found was that the work
fits the mood of the experimental theater. Tollev has written several one.n ts and short plays and dabbles in
screenplay writing. This is the first
play he wrote that has been performed
before an audience.
So, it was all pretty simple, right?
\ot ,it all — the process of getting a
play passed for production is both long
and stressful. Though the forum is
open lo all students, mostly theater
majors and minors propose plays hrst,
Tolley explained, the student writes a
proposal detailing the production.
Then it must be examined and
approved by theater faculty and staff as
well as the Stratford Players, the student theater guild.
After the proposal was passed,
lolk-v's play underwent major revisions with respect to the feedback he
received from the faculty and his colleagues. In addition to his own
changes. Tolley had the opportunity
to submit the play for a live reading.it
the Horizon Theatre in Atlanta in
[line 2000. A group of playwrights,
.u tors ,ind drama teachers conducted
i leading of his play that was followed by a critique that gava Tolley

IIAVI K\\) .toffpbHographrr
Student director Justin Tolley works
on the Theatre II production of
"Animal Remains."

feedback on his work. He also has
been advised by professor of theatre
Roger Hall on on the strengths and
weaknesses of the manuscript.
After he returned to JMU, he held
auditions m mid S'ptember and "a lot
of talented students tried out ." I le final
ly armed ai the current cast of senior
Robert O. Wilson, senior Trinity Baker
and junior Hunter Christy During the
subsequent rehe.irs.il process, Tolley
tried many new techniques to familiarize his cast with their characters. "I let
them move around and find what
works for them. We played animal
chase games even. I wanted them to be
comfortable with each other." The cast
has been rehearsing five nights a week
since the beginning of October
Tolley described the play as a group
of people trying to divide "where to
draw the line between childhood and
adulthood. I tried to capture the sense
of loss in relationships as you grow
older and lose friendships and then
you are never able to recapture the
same tonne* lion
Despite the unusual title, the material isn't as gruesome as one might think
see STUDENT, page 14

Radio heads
lo2lKi volunteers, WXJM trains
everyone involved to Kindle
every aspect ot BUOCaatfull)
running a radio station
"It's a g(xxl outlet tor stu
dents lo get experience m a
radio station." said junior
r.nii Rowe, who deejays i
progressive lock show from 8
a.m. to 10 a.m. every Prida)
While the station is olti
dally registered with Ihe
Federal
Communication
Commission as an "alternative siation, WXJM plays a
wide variety of music. The
alternative title means that it
is an alternative to Top 40
radio. Since it is a non profll
publu siation, WXJM is not
permitted to play anything
lli.»t WOUW be m rotation at a
typical Top 40 station
"As tar as programming,
we try to be a radio station
thai has something tor everyone," said music dlfCCtOl
Jody Abbott, a senior. "We
have pretty much every
musks) genre in the world
and different shows tor people to check out whatever

kind ot music they're into."
where lo play and who are
The types of shows that interested in being on the
make it onto the airwaves of radio are encouraged to
WXJM range from jazz to contad the station.
rock lo urban and beyond.
"The bulk of our proI toetaya also have Ihe option gramming is progressive
of a free form format, when' rock, which is what india
they can basically play any- rock and punk would fall
thing they want. Other eaflMfl under," said program direcinclude Americana (more tor Mark Capon, .i junior.
commonly known as blueWe do ha\e .i pretty solid
grass), dittnvnt tvpes of listener base for all the differworld music and KI'M, w hk h ent genres though "
would be classified as elecAl the beginning of each
tronica or techno.
semester, Ihe managers al
The station also hosts a WXJM have meetings about
variety of talk shows Monday the programming for Ihe stathrough Thursday nights tion. The goal is to continue to
from 8 to 10 p.m., such as improve the formal in order
Viewpoint, a news discussion to keep current listeners
show and 40 Ounces i 'i happy along with the aim o!
Sports, a call-in talk show for attracting some new listeners.
sports i,ins
During the meetings, wr
I very Thursday night, try not lo change things so
the station features WXJM RlUCh so that our n-gular lislive, where local bands are teners still know what to
able to get axperiena on expect fn>m us, but we try to
the airwaves by coming in look for possible ways to
and playing live in Ihe stu- expand
our
audience,"
dio \m local hand is wel- Capon said.
come, 10 JMU students with
WXJM makes an effort to
bands looking for somew RADIO, page 14

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF »
For just a moment I remember the day
before, four hours south, when I walked from
class to home, my pants soiled from a day-old
puddle as the wetness crept toward my left
knee. I had forgotten to feel Ihe sun on my b* k
and to miss my ex-boyfriend and to notfct lha
headlines in the morning paper as I became distracted by my thoughts — wondering if I would
find time for everything required of me emotionally and intellectually the following week —
hoping I would find time to breathe after the
three papers, updated resume, eight hours of
practice and attempt to catch up with everyone
I had been neglecting.

And now I find myself in a different place,
among aged parents and friends from the past
embraced by Ihe warmth of champagne and
catered food, enveloped by the smell of white
roses and the sound of shallow conversation with
someone who doesn't remember my name I
watch my friend from childhood as she twirls
niund and round in her ivory dress. I see her
gl.ivA eves -.Lire back into those of hei new husband, the one I hardly know, and I wonder what
it's like to be so close lo the rest of your life.

— CLAIM

PEKELLA

senior. English major
furvive/naiiTlVirlla
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Punkish poetry with a twist
BY EMILY SETZER

BRI W4ABAILEY/jfttfjifcttjffrqpftff
Freshman Rebekah Buckman shares a reading during TDU's
Open Poetry Night on Thursday.

contributing writer
Think punk poetry with
roots in freestyle and acting,
backed by a roaring audience.
Ih.it'i wh.it Taylor Down
Under is hoping to achieve as
it develops a "Poetry Slam,"an
open poetry reading night
At Open Poetry Reading,
held every oilier Thursday at S
p.m., everyone is welcome to
read, in teams or alone, their
Original work or others'. Last
Thursday night, poet Randy
fOMf sl.irted the evening by
reading Ted Hughes and D.H.
Lawrence.
Freshmen
Zach
Miller and Brodv Wehman, two
of the driving forces behind the
program, did a team reading
with about seven other poets
afterward. Whether pro or
beginner, poets are encouraged
with asps Mid attentive listening by a laid-back audience.
Sophomore F.rnest Toney,
who read his own work, said
he'd like to try reading again.
"It'sgood to see all these people
come out to express poetry."

TDU Coordinator Shari
Scofield said, "Our goal is to
have a poetry slam, but as of
right now we're just trying to
bring in other poets." A poetry slam is basically the competitive art of performance
poetry that originated from
the '80s pub scene.

-4<
It's much more eyecatching when the
poems are memorized
because it gives more
energy and feeling.
— Brody Wehman
freshman

95 —
Created to heighten public
interest in poetry readings, this
is not your average poetry
reading. One guest poet is chosen to read first, with all other
poets competing after and

against him or her. Some poetry slam guidelines require that
all work must be original with
a set time limit and no props.
Poets can use choreography
or read in teams. Poets who
memorize their pieces ovate .111
exciting atmosphere during the
performance. "It's much more
eye<atching when the poems are
memorized lx\ ause it gives more
energy and feeling," Wehman
said. Trie emphasis of a poetry
slam is on audience involvement
because it actually judges the
poets by cheering, booing or
holding up signs.
Miller and Wehman, who
are working with Scofield to
gather enough interest for the
open poetry readings and a
poetry slam, grew up together, sharing their creative
interests since childhood.
They are in the process of trying to put together a slam
team to travel to different
schools for competitions.
Student and TDU staff
efforts are geared toward creating this sort of heavy-

Just mousin' around

— SlyhVtoMy
-M-

BY STE GRAINER

senior writer

www.my-meals.com

ivwiv.mightybigtv.com
Is then im thing more annoying fffcrn missing your favorite
TV drama because you're out?jiyMI,'if you have to miss that
show, keep up with the story with the next best thing,
MightifBigTV.com otters s,m .1*111 t led recaps of many pop
ular hour-long dramas
hiding
\IK McBeal/' "Road
Kules, "Survivor'' and I he IVesI Wing "
Usefuln
Entertainment 3/5
Appearance 3/5

Tired of ordering pizza or earing the same on-campus meals? It's
always fun to experiment with new foods and cook for yourself.
Mu-Hietils coin is customizable with a huge variety of recipes for
every occasion catering to personal taste. You can store your
favorite recipes online, create a grocery list from the recipes you're
terested in making and plan out your meals in advance. Even
r, you can search for recipes by ethnic origin, ingredients, title
■ iiki manv other categories,
•fulness: 5/5
Ease of use: 4/5
rtainment: 3/5
•pea ranee: 5/5
www.mmiclip.com
1 .iieot use: 4/5
Watching a music \ idei With President George W. BushJ?
^*^^5^«w_
would be pretty funny,
ouldnt it' Mow about directing
www.heckTers.ftnn
one? Well, you can do
t now at Miniclip.com. wth Otlu r
No celeMty is too fam
too sacred, no scandal too
miniclips and games
ou can ami
between
scandalous for
animated shorts
1 laaaaa directing W's
obic wc
ble, you are guarsoil game
every
ng
water
balloons
trom
w ith squirrels or dr
the top of
find something to laugh at
likely, you may
the Empire State Bu
ie of the stuff a bit offensive — it certain! doesn't attempt
"8Usefulness: 1/5
at the humor.
Entertainment 5/5
Usefulness 1/5
Appearance: 4/5
EnlertainrrWnt 5/5
Ease of use: 4/5
K3/5
3/5

wwwJnternwebl

As an aspiring prol
on your resume and
graduation. Well, hilcinwt
March fbf internships by I
You also can lean)
and even find apartment
want to intern.
Usefulness: 5/5
I ntertajnment 2/5
Appearance; 4/5
I BM of use: 5/5

I, you've got to look
|xperience in your fi«
com is here to help. You can
tion, field and by epei Ifil km)
iow to spruce up your resume
istings for the city where you

rvtvxv.7vebshots.com
Im.ltht.iking portrmt* of nature
photos of famous
I late*. easil\ ( an be downloaded and
your desktop wallpa}.«i W.mi mat wallpaper to change evci
iy without changing it
younjelf? Want to see new images all ie hme? If you ever get
bored of your desktop and want to
little personality to your
computer, check out Wdvhots.com.
free software and an enormous library of images, you <
frays find new backgrounds to
suit your bttte
L'setulness: 3/5
Entertainment: 4/
Appearance*?/"
NATE THARP/jfcitf urn ft
1 Ml of use: 5/5

Student explores
new directions
\n in ST.fi

.
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Tolley s.nd it refera to the
internal .iniin.il" of human
nature and the "struggles petv
pie deal with In relationshipt."
Tolley
laid
the most
rewarding thing about dm-. I
Ins one'i own play Is "getting
to tec your work come togeth01 and seeing live people
speaking the words in your
head 1 git t»> see the actors
evolve through the rahaanal
process and take the characters Into their own hand* "
The rewards come with .1
price, according to Tolley.
"You have to give up control
to let the actors feel like the
character! are •> p.in of themidvea rather than only uee
them to fulfill your own
wishes "
Senior Robert 0. Wilson,
one of three characters in
To!lev's "Animal Remains,"
said, "Justin. ,is ,i director,
has the ability to get what he
want! from the actors with-

out being n\erbearing or
domineering. Me has 1 very
light tow h. bul -it the same
time, is always in control."
Tolley said he hopes students who see
Animal
Remains will "tind something to relate to and will
experience the play and its
themes that relate to the college-age audience
Tolley said he sees his pLn
taking on new meanings due to
the current events 111 our country. "Now it's not only appUca
ble to l senior graduating college, it's more about the dial
lenges to our loasoi innocence."
The next project in store
for Tolley will be organizing
.1 play festival lo be held in
February 20X12, featuring 10
minute plays written by JMU
■Indent*, Though "Animal
Remains" is lolley't first
directing
piece,
he has
designed
and
acted
in
Theatre II and mainstage
productions.

weight championship of poetry. As more and more poets
join in the performances each
week, the program is gaining
recognition
and
respect,
according to Scofield.
"It's cool to see how it's
grown even from last time,"
sophomore Brendan O'Connor
said. TDU is advertising the
events and e-mails were sent lo
creative writing classes in efforts
to generate more public interest.
By offering poetry readings on a
regular basis, poets are able to
sharpen and refine their public
speaking skills, while at the
same time feel more relaxed
sharing their own works with
strangers. "The idea of having it
every week is encouraged to let
people get comfortable," junior
Austin Pick said.
Whether
reading
or
watching, the untraditional
performances offer something new to an average poetry reading night. For more
information, there's a sign-up
sheet at TDU or contact
Scofield at x8-2806.

I* Zirkle House galleries: Art Auction Mon.-Sat. in Artworks
[Gallery and Other Gallery. Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sat.

[noon-4 p.m., free
I* Oasis Gallery: Fund-raising Dinner and Art Auction, Fri. 6:30
Ip.m., for more info, call Nancy Bondurant Jones at 867-5772 or

Ix8-8i32

— tloSrC —
I* JMU Student Composition Recital, Anthony-Seeger
I Auditorium, Tue. 8 p.m., free
1* JMU Brass Ensemble, Wilson Hall. Wed. 8 p.m., $2
I* JMU Wind Symphony, Wilson Hall.Thu. 7 p.m., $2
I* Encore Series: Guitaritst Doc Watson: "An American
I Institution," Wilson Hall, Sat., 8 p.m., $20 gen., S18 w/JAC
I* Madison Singers, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, Sun., 8 p.m.,

I free

—Tt&ftw * D9i*ft—
I * Theatre II: "Animal Remains," written and directed by Justin
I Tolley, Tue.-Sun., for more info, call X8-7000
1 * Student Dance Concert, Thu.-Fri.. 8 p.m., $6 gen.. S3 w/JAC

—PloVieS—
* Graft on-Stovall Theatre: Wed. "Citizen Kane," Fri. & Sat."0,"
7 & 9:3<> P-m. $2 w/ JAC, free shoeing of "Before Night Falls,"
I Sun. 8:30 p.m.
* Regal Ci.icmas 14: "13 Ghosts," 'Domestic Disturbance,"
"From Hell," "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone." "Heist,*
( "K-PAX," "Life as a House." "Monsters, Inc.," "The One."
"Riding in Cars with Boys" "Rush Hour a." "Shallow Hal."
Training Da>," $5 before 6 p.m.. $7.25 after. Call 434-7661

Radio waves
RADIO, from page 13

SARAH HER2Jtlu8 photunraphtr

Senior Trinity Baker and senior Robert 0. Wilson embrace In a
scene from "Animal Remains" opening at Theatre II this week.

do "everything a regular radio
station does," such as sponsoring concerts.
WXJM deejays also are
getting an education about
life in the radio world
through
the
station.
Requirements to play records
from rotation bins sent from
indie record labels and collect
calls from prison inmates
requesting
their
favorite
songs are among a few.
However, they also are learning how to hone their deejaying
skills. Students are encouraged
to tape their own shows to listen
to and take notes on what is
strong and what needs improvement Above all, though, deejays
are mostly in it for the fun.
"It's a real cool place to hang
out; it's a nice atmosphere,"
Rowe said. "And when you listen lo shows, you just accept
that it's amateur and that it's
just a lot of fun."
All interested students are
invited to get involved by
coming down to the station

and talking with a manager to
find out what they can do.
Ill start talking about
WXJM and some people will be
like 'JMU has a radio station?'"
Abbott said. "The biggest issue
is letting people know we're still
there. Since SMAD and SCOM
left Anthony-Seeger, it's hurt
because it used to create an
advantage since there was so
much more traffic." Many students are still unaware that JMU
has 1 radio station, despite the
fact that it's in its 11th year.
However, the prirrmry goal
of WXJM is to serve as a conduit
for student expression and provide students a limitless outlet
to experience new. forms of
music that they may never have
been exposed lo otherwise.
Capon summed it up,
"Our whole purpose is to
expand people's minds about
music and let people know
that there are all different
ideas about music that they
probably wouldn't get from
listening to a typical corporate
radio station."

EMO?
Mandatory style meetings today
All writers - 4:30 p.m.
Movie reviewers - 5 p.m.
Meet in the Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
for more info, call Jen & KC at x8-3151
1
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"Across the board, we had a great
team performance. We didn't have a
weak point in the meet."

i- College basketball picks
Assistant sports editor
Drew Wilson picks his
NCAA top 25

GWYNN HARRISON

women's swimming coach
See story below

Sec stay below

SWIMMING

MEN'S SOCCER

& DIVING

Heated rivalry continues Dukes
Questionable officiating allows No. 2 UVa. to escape with win over JMU
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
The University of Virginia
scored a pair of controversial
unanswered goals that allowed
them to come out on top 2-1 and
narrowly escape in overtime
from the clutches of I dev.isl.it
ing upset.
The Cavaliers' rally was not
without controversy, and the
UVa. players were thankful |uM
to escape with a win.
"We want to win by any
means necessary," UVa. junior
forward Ryan Cibbs add
JMU held Virginia to a scoreless 0-0 first half, then tirst got
on the scoreboard 1 minute and
9 seconds into the second half,
leading Virginia 1-0 in the last
game of the season for e.uh
team.
"Before the game I had a
feeling I was going to score,"
Dukes senior forward Mike

Godwin said. "When I saw the
[UVa. defender] mis-head it and
I saw the goalie come out, I just
touched it right by him."
Godwin's unassisted goal,
putting the underdogs ahead of
the state rival
1-0, sent
Charlottesville's
Klockner
Stadium into shock and dismay.
"It woke us up," Cavalier coach
George Gelnovatch said.
The Cavaliers would not
have been able to tie the
Dukes 1-1,
rn<Uy
forcing the
|\H
game into
overtime.
1
had
they
U Vd.
(»l not received
2
a direct foul
kick
and
then immediately kicked the ball in the
goal while the referee was
talking to JMU junior defender
Curt Nottingham.

"I saw it as a bit unfair,
Nottingham said. After signaling the free kick, head referee
Alex Prus proceeded to t.ike
Nottingham aside, talking lo
him. Meanwhile, UVa. junior
midfielder Kyle Marti no kicked
the ball 23 yards from the goal
on the right side of the field to
liinior midfielder Kenny Arena,
who was stationed by the left
side of the goal. Arena quickly
punched the ball in the goal
stilt legged, with the bottom of
ins left foot, and the packed Ml
dium of 3,829 people went
cr.i/v as the Cavaliers tied the
BUM .it one.
The Dukes were none too
happy about the quick free kick
and goal all occurring while the
center ref was talking to a JMU
player. "The ref apologized to
Curt Nottingham," Godwin
said. "After they scored, the ref
slid. My fault.'"

i n i moro/ujm BVAMMM
Senior forward Mike Godwin scored JMU's only goal against No. 2 University of Virginia Friday.

Nottingham said that after
UVa. scored, center referee Prus
said, "Sorry, I should have
stopped the play" Nottingham
replied, "You can call it back
still," to which Prus answered,
"No, I can't do that now."

The ref apologized lo
Curl Nottingham. After
they scored, the ref said,
■My fault.'
— Mike (iodwin
senior forward

Under the 2001 NCAA
men's and women's soccer
rules, in Rule 5, Section 5,
A.R.77, the referee may reverse
a decision if the game has not
been restarted.
Martino credited UVa.'s
"blue collar, hard-nosed"
determination for giving
them the victory. "We always
try to take real quick restarts,"
Arena said. "It was a pretty
lucky goal. 1 think it caught
us all by surprise."
For the remaining 30 minutes of the game, neither team
scored again, causing the game
to go into sudden-victon* overtime. Four minutes into the first
overtime period, UVa. junior
midfielder Jonathan Cole stole
the ball from a JMU player in
the midfield circle, booted the
ball to Gibbs, who was running
up the right side of the field.
Gibbs then slid the ball along
the ground past junior goalkeeper Josh Kovolenko's dive.
Into the left comer of the net.
The Cavaliers had been offsides six times throughout the
game, compared to only once

by the Dukes. However this
one time when it mattered
most, Gibbs was lined up
directly with JMU's second to
last defender, enabling him to
shoot the ball straight by
Kovolenko without any hindering interference.
Gelnovatch noticed all the
trouble that JMU's defense
had given his team, calling
JMU a team that defended like
crazy. The Dukes allowed
UVa. a mere five shots on goal
the entire game. The size and
speed of senior Dukes defenders Ed Fox and John Ambridge
clamped down
on
the
Cavaliers' attempts at scoring,
shutting out UVa.'s leading
scorer, sophomore forward
Alecko Fskandarian
"I was like. There's no way
he's scoring on a scissor-kick,'"
Kovolenko said in regards to an
attempt by Eskandarian to horizontally scissor-kick a pass past
Kovolenko from directly in front
of the goal earlier in the game.
'They defended very well,"
Gelnovatch
said.
"Their
strength was not in their attack,
it was in their defending."
With the loss. No. 21 JMU's
record drops to 10-5-1 on the
year while UVa. improves to 160-1 overall.
"Our whole team really
wanted to win," Nottingham
said. "We had good support
from our school. A lot of people came out." JMU is now 416-1 in its all-time series rivalry with UVa.
"It's a big state rivalry,"
Nottingham said.
Godwin said, "But we'll beat
them next time."
The Dukes will return to
action Thursday, Nov. IS to
compete
in
the
CAA
Tournament in Virginia Beach,
at the Virginia Beach Sportsplex.

DREW WILSON

ON THE SIDELINES

Blue Devils favorite to repeat
Once again, it's time for
the best sport in the world to
start its season. No, its not
the NFL or NHL and definitely not the NBA— it's college basketball.
This year's lop 25 still will
have some of the mainstays,
but has some names that
might make you raise your
eye brows. Nevertheless, this
is how I see them.
There's no doubt in my
mind that Duke University is
the best team in college basketball, last year the Blue
Devils won the national
championship (which I predicted — see Nov. 20, 2000
issue of The Breeze).
This year, they might be
even better. Duke has probably the best lineup in the
country with Jason Williams
and Chris Duhon in the back
court, along with Mike
Dunleavy Jr., transfer
Dahntay )ones and big man
Carlos Boozer. However,
don't expect this team to be
ranked No. 1 all season.
They will suffer MMIM losses
in the ACC, but come March,
this team will be hard to
stop. I hear scissors.
On the Blue Devils' heels
has to be the University of
Kentucky. Tayshaun Prince
and Keith Bogans are deadly
when they are on. The loss of
Jason Parker for the season
hurts the Wildcat! ■ IMIt,
but the fate of this team will
be decided in the back court.
The University of Illinois
seems to be a favorite to
many this season The lllini
were one win short of the
Final Four a season ago when
they reached the Elite I i>-.lit
Although the lost two senior
starters, Frank Williams and
company should find a way

to set that extra win and
make it to Atlanta.
After suffering a loss lo
unranked
University
of
Arizona last week in the
Coaches
versus
Cancer
Classic,
the
University
Maryland's status seems to
be in question by many.
However, I know better than
that. This team made it lo the
Final Four last season, and
the Terrapins return the core
of its learn. Lonny Baxter,
Juan Dixon and Steve Blake
will assure a second place
Hlllah in the ACC behind
Duke, but will have to lltfj
their play lo remain in lille
contention in March.
Next up is another early
season victim of Arizona: the
University
of
Florida.
Despite the loss of Teddy
Dupay, who was kicked off
the learn, the GatOfl should
remain a top 10 team. Udonis
Haslem and Brell Nelson
deliver a potent inside-outside attack. Overall, Florida
is talented. Dill the road lo
Georgia will ba I lone, one.
UCLA is knocking on the
lop five's door. Veterans Dan
Gadiurk and |aaon Kapono
make this team as dangerous
as any in college basketball.
Even wilh a fairly strong
Pacific 10 conference, the
Bruins have a great chance of
heading eaal In late March.
The
University
of
Missouri is one «>t the lop
programs
on the
riM
Kareem Rush and the rest of
the Tigers are a year older
and and a year wiser.
Along with Missouri, the
University of Virginia should
be ready lo join the big dogs.
The i availara, like the
1 I>;.TS, have another year's
experience under their belt.

UVa. caused trouble in the
ACC. even for Duke. Expect
llu same in 2001-'02.
The University of Iowa
and St. Joseph's University
round out my lop 10. The
Hawkeyea
continue
to
improve, but the fate of the
team might rely on Luke
Racket If the senior can
remain heallhv, Iowa should

be in good shape. If Recker
doesn't, it might be a long
eeaeofl in Iowa I It)
St. Joseph's, on the other
hand, seems lo have many
critics on its side. The Hawks
almost upset Stanford until
Marvin O'Connor fouled out.
O'Connor is back, along with
Jamcer Nelson to give St.
Joe's a lethal back court

Drew' s TOD 25
— Best starting five
1. Duke
— Tayshuan Price is deadly
2. Kentucky
— Elite Eight team in '01
3. Illinois
— Final Four might call again
4. Maryland
—Talented inside and outside
5. Florida
— Great athleticism
6. UCLA
— Capable of making noise
7. Missouri
— Making move in ACC
8, Virginia
— If healthy, watch out
9. Iowa
10. St. Joeseph's —Who are these guys?
— Key loses, talent still there
11. Stanford
12. Boston College —Will take Big East by storm
13. Michigan State — Still hanging around
— Better than they play
14. Kansas
15. Georgetown — Hoyas return to contention
16, Oklahoma State — Might run to Big 12 title
— Need to be more consistent
17. Temple
— The surprise of the year
18. Arizona
— Watch out for Wagner
19. Memphis
— Depth is its strength
20. Syracuse
— Tough, experienced team
21. USC
22. Fresno State — Should win WAC easily
23. North Carolina — Back court will decide fate
— Much improved
24. Indiana
— Young team with potential
25. Texas

Other surprises this Mason include Boston College.
Arizona and Fresno State
University Then there are a
few names that are lower on
the list than in recent years,
such as Kansas Univerisly
and the Univeraity North
Carolina. Don't count them
out. And. as always, there is
Ihe fairy tale section of college basketball.
Gonzaga University and
Kent Stale University are my
picks
for
this
year's
Cinderellas.
On second
thought, can you really call
Goiuaga a Cinderella any
more? The Zags have made it
lo Ihree Sweet 16a in a rowAs far as conferences go,
Ihe South Fast Conference is
once again the at Ihe lop.
Though its only has two
teams in my lop 25, the SEC
has potential to send six
teams to Ihe Big Dance Next
is
the
Atlantic Coast
Conference. With four trams
on my list, why isn't Ihe ACC
better than Ihe SEC? More
than likely, only one other
team, in addition to the four,
will make Ihe field of 64 The
Pacific 10, Big Ten and Big 12
are closely behind.
As always, no one knows
what the ranking will be by
March I'lavers stepping up
can take a team lo a new
level, and an injury can kill a
team's dream. That's w li.it
makes college basketball
exciting.
Drew Wilson i:
a
SOpllO'ilorc
SMAD major
and a
rea
"Dow Ji'lli'scr'
down at Ik
Sporls desk.

prevail
over
Navy
BY JENNIFER SIKORSKI

senior writer
Perhaps
thoughts
of
abandoning ship crossed the
minds of the U.S. Naval
Academy swimmers and
divers Saturday during their
163-132 loss to the Dukes in
Godwin
Hull's
Savage
Natatorium.
JMU
swimmers
and
divers, clad in bright yellow
"Duke Dog Pride" T-shirts,
lined the pool deck, encouraging their teammates with
eardrum-bursting cheers
and synchronized claps and
overwhelmed Ihe competition. The Dukes' high energy paid off with nine firstplace finishes.
"The divers all did really
well- And swimming-wise,
every time I looked at the
scoreboard, we had first and
second place. We pulled out
a lot of great swims," senior
Tiffany Kirkham said.
Swimming coach Gwynn
Mn'..: said, "We had a
great meet. It was a really
big breakthrough today. I
thought it was a toss-up
before the meet. 1 thought
that Navy and us were pretty equal, and it could go
either way. But we were
very successful."
The meet did not start on
a positive note for JMU, as
Navy took both the 200meter medley relay and the
1,000-meter freestyle, the
first two events. "It's impres•lv« that even though we
didn't get first in the relay
and the first event, we didn't
lei it get us down. We were
able to bounce back," senior
AC Cruickshanks said.
And bounce back they
did, with team captain
Cruickshanks leading the
way. She won three events
— the 200-meter freestyle
(1 56.97), 500-meter freestyle
(5:09.36)
and
200
IM
(212.17).
"I swam a little faster than
I had so far this season, but I
know I can go faster next
weekend," she said. "Navy
beat us last year, so we got
really fired up for this meet.
The high energy made it easy
to swim last
Also garnering first places
were junior Jessica Holm
Dahl (200-meter breaststroke, 2:08.19), sophomore
Mary Webber (200-meter
butterfly, 2:08.19) .ind freshmen Chiara Pasquali (200meter backstroke, 2:11.41),
Christine Hilak (100-meter
backstroke,
59 74)
and
Lauren Scott (100-meter butterfly, 58.87).
"I was really pleased
with my race," Scott said
"It's a good place for me to
be at during this part of the
season. 1 had my best time
this year."
Harrison said, "Across
the board, we had a great
team performance. We didn't have a weak point in the
meet."
Wilh two events remaining, the Dukes had built such
,i lead, already reaching Ihe
score of 163 to Navy's 101,
that they swam Ihe 200 IM
and 400-meter freestyle relay
lor exhibition while Navy
swam for points. According
lo Harrison, this is common
swimming etiquette during
dual meets.
On Ihe diving side, all
divers earned personal- or
season-best scores as they
out-dueled Navy, hurling
Iheir twisting and flipping
bodies off the boards in
rapid motions.
fee NAVY, fMgeV
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SPORTS

DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO
GO ABROAD!

OMEN'S

The deadline lor applying
to study abroad for Summer 21(02,
Fall 2002, and Sprint; 2003 is approaching!

zmu/iLL
Call 568-DUKE
for ticket information!
Friday, November 16, 7 pm
vs. Gardner-Webb

If you want to study abroad through
JMU's overseas programs, apply by:

and

November 15, 2001 (early dwision)
February I, 2002 (ri-i;ular decision)

Sunday, November 18, 2 pm
vs. East Tennessee State

lit. >< ./. ,..lli/.< . ,!., iK,I .i/.jili la nun-JMllprogrnm\.

For more information, contact the Office of

Convocation Center

International Programs, Hillcrest East, 56^-6419
iiiicrnational*« jnui.edu. www.jmu.olu iniernational

FREE T-shirts and Chances to WIN
FREE Entertainment and Food!

Placing a classified in The Breeze is now as easy as ...

%

Call, fax or e-mail the
ad. Or come to our office
in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: lhe_breeze(g»imu.edu.

Pay for your ad with a
credit card, cash or
check.

Get results!

Classifieds are $3 for the first 10 words. $2
for each additional 10 words (ex. a 20-word
classfied is onlv $5).

ffl

^

VISA

at Stone Gate on November 29
from 5-8 p.m.
Grand Prize: RCI Vacation and $300 spending money!
Runner-up: $100 cash

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons »1
1068 N Lois Lane

"l«lfcl i »l II

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate

II II M
•"

Mm.

'£*m

■.'■*n_l South View

1

V m u

■■ * "
ilLH

I'l

ILI -

la*

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:3oam-s:3o pm
Sat & Sun 12 pm-4 pm

SPORTS

MONDAY, NOV.
Football falls short

SWIMMING

Navy
sunk by
Dukes
NAVY, from pap 15
"Th.it was our best meet
of the ye.ir by f.ir," diving
coach Rhon.i KaUtI -.1 i.I
"All of them (the divert)
were standouts We full oca
culed better today. Navy has
some talanted divert; the}
are comparable to us. So we
had a spring in our step and
stepped up to them "
Sophomore
Brooke
Carroll took first in both the
Spring-board
and
hi^h
board, with scores of 232.960
and 228.69, respectively
"I was a lot more lonsis
tent than I have been,*
Carroll said. "I especially
did the one and a halt twist
on the 3-meter board well
today. Everything just came
together."
Junior A.J. Kass earned
personal-best scores on both
the springboard and high
board. "I've been swimming
since I was 7 years old, and
this is the first time I broke
200 (points) on both boards,
so I was really e\cil«',l. It was
a career-best meet for me,"
she said.
Typically, diving takes
place before the start of the
swim meet Saturday, however, the two diving events
were
interspersed
withswimming events K.iss credited the meet's unorthodox
structure lor encouraging
her strong
performance.
"The meet had a different set
up, and we dove in the middle of it," she said "I fed off
how well the swimmers were
doing. I think it's why we
came out doing so well"
The Dukes travel
to
College Park, Md. to partake
in the University of Maryland
Invitational Nov. 15 to 17.

The JMU football team
lost to the College of William
& Mary 17-10 in the final
minute in Williamsburg
Saturday.
The Tribe grabbed a 7-0 lead on a 47-yard run by

Johnathan Smith.
A field goal by red-shirt freshman Burke George
pulled JMU to 7-4 before the half.
Red-shirt junior Brannon Coins touchdown run
gave JMU the lead in the third quarter.
W&M bed tlio game at 10-10 on a field goal and won
the game on a Smith touchdown with 48 seconds to go.
The Dukes return home to face Northeastern
University Nov. 17.
Volleyball falls short of CAA Tournament
The JMU volleyball team fell short of making the
CAA Tournament. The Dukes lost to the University of
Delaware 3-0 Friday before dropping a crucial game to
Hofsta University 3-1 Saturday.
With the two losses, JMU fell into a be with Delaware,
but the Blue Hens receive the fouth place bid since
Delaware owned the tie-breaker.
JMU returns home to face the University of Virginia
on Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. in Godwin Gym.
Women's soccer falls in CAA Championship
The JMU women's soccer team lost to the College of
William & Mary 2-1 Sunday in the CAA Championship
game in Virginia Beach.
Wednesday, Npv, 14
- Men's basketball faces GT
Express in an exhibition
game at the Convocation
Center at 7 p.m.
Thursday. Nov. 15
- Swimming and diving competes at the University of
Maryland
Friday. Nov. 16
- Women's basketball opens its season agaiast GardnerWebb University at the Convocation Center at 7 p.m.
Saturday. Nov. 17
- Football hosts Northeastern University at Bridgeforth
Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
- Wrestling opeas its season at the Navy Invitational

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida

Promote Trips at JMU
Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Contraction misses point
BY STBVE JACBOSON

New.uiuy
l*t's just suppose the New
York Yankees reconstructed <i
magnificent team — all the free
■Mill Ilu'V wanted; inexpensive prospects traded for the talent other teams couldn't afford.
Put them on the field for a series
of intrasquad games.
Who would go to Yankee
Stadium? Who would flick
on the TV? With all this
sound and fury about contraction,
the
Lords
of
Baseball headed by Bud Selig
appear to have overlooked
this fundamental aspect:
unless the good teams have
other good teams to play,
they're all exhibition games.
Answer me this: which are
the good draws at Yankee
Stadium, when the Seattles
come to town or the Tampa
Bays? It would seem that
enlightened self-interest told
the owners the need is not to
have fewer teams but to have
more
competitive
teams.
Except that they share too
much self-interest and not
enough enlightenment.
The real issue is somehow
m.iking Kansas City and
Pittsburgh competitive the way
the National Football League
makes Green Bay an equal
among equals.
In
1981,
Papa
Bear
George Ha las told Congress
about the formation of the
NFL, sitting on the runningboards in a Hupmobile
showroom in 1920.
The owners, including the
Maras in New York, agreed to
share. "By making the season
more interesting to the fans,
this action benefited each member club and helped stabilize
our league," Malas recounted.
And so it has been.
At a baseball owners meeting in 1984, Phillies boss Bill
Giles made an impassioned
plea for his peers "to think
about the good of the game"
and adopt an intelligent plan
for equalizing revenue. He was
roundly dismissed. As a point

of curiosity. Giles spelled backward is Selig.
The NFL grew up that
way. Baseball owners bought
into something other. As
Nelson Doubleday points
out. he bought into the Mets
at 521 million while other
franchises were going for
$14 million.
Under the sharing system
that took full effect in 1999,
according to Rob Manfred,
the owners' chief labor executive, 20 percent of each team's
revenue goes into a pool, of
which 75 percent is redistributed to all clubs equally. The
remaining 25 percent goes
proportionately to teams with
revenue below average.
Smith College economist
Andrew Zimbalist suggests
increasing sharing by 2 percent
a year until 30 percent is
shared. The team with the bigger pot still would have a bigger pot, but the disparity
would be less. Small-market
operators would have a better
chance to win — if they were
clever enough.
Now they're talking about
dismissing Minnesota, which
drew 3 million in 1988, and
Montreal, which drew 2.3
million in 1983. which was in
the time before the full impact
of revenue disparity Unless
the Lords of Baseball are even
more
devious
than
we
remember. And who of them
remembers runningboards
and the Hupmobile?
Contraction makes some
sense, but then they did
expand
into places they
shouldn't have gone. Who told
them there were enough players to stock more competitive
teams? Yeah, well, owners of
new franchises paid high initiation fees.
They say they intend to
cut two teams of a halfdozen candidates. Given the
union's winning streak in
the courts, why would the
owners announce such a
move without discussion
with the union?

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996

Information and reservations

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com
U

As Marvin Miller, the twist
former head of the players
association,
pointed
out,
although expelling two teams
without consulting the union
would be illegal, "to talk
about it is not. If they haven't
named two clubs, they've
given bargaining chips to several owners who want new
stadiums." Ah, maybe coerce
the public and force a salary
cap on the players.
Zimbalist points out fun
damental foolishness in the
industry contracting when
it's riding an economic wave.
According to Miller, five
years ago, baseball grossed
$1.8 billion and now it's 53.6
billion. Maybe Montreal economics are insoluble, but
Zimbalist contends the Twins
made money and thai thlN
are buyers waiting to move
both .teams.
The House of l-ords talks of
buying out the two lambs for
$200 million each or even
more. If the answer in
Minneapolis is a new stadium,
and maybe Montreal, too, why
don't the Lords pay for it? We
know the frigid stadium in
Montreal is an obstacle.
Contraction would not
enable Kansas City to play
with
New
York.
Redistributed players would
soon find the big pockets
Baseball has always had lame
franchises. They stayed in
business partly because they
were the game in town and
there was no TV to show the
populace its team stunk.
As things evolved, not only
do Kansas City and Pittsburgh
have little chance of ever winning again, the populace
knows it before spring training. No team should always be
good or always bad.
Revenue-sharing in baseball threatens the union
because the teams willing to
pay the most pull up arbitra
tion values of everyone. But
when do owners and players
hear Bill Giles plead for the
good of the game?

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. I0am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
(TRAVEL
SERVICES

12, 2(X)|ITHK BKKK/.KI 17

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

EMERGICARE
FLU
SHOT
$19.50

Wham Patients are Sending Their Friends
All Major bank cards accepted

and we will file your Insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

MASSANUTTEN
Vlrypnla's Font Season Mountain Resort

sm SWAP

Yo*f ni W*

Saturday, November 17th

8 AM - 2 PM IN THE SKI LODGE
• Swap skis, snowboards, boots, poles, clothes,
mountain bikes, inline skates, etc.
i Drawing for Ski Season Pass - Benefits Massanutlen Ski Patrol
• Full Season Passes 10* tiff thru 11/30/01
• Special Value Pass $14*) good M-F. non-holiday & any night

Br««« HwrfjVrtf

• Check out the new merchandise at THE GENERAL STORE

(540)289-4954

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9

GREEN DAY

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
2002 Summer in Martinique

INTERNATIONAL
SUPERHITS
Green Day has defined modern rock-raw
power, musical freedom, trentlc energy. Now
(he band that sparked the neo punk revival has
earned its first "best of collection,
International Superhits! Featuring two new
songs plus 19 of the band's most popular tracks
from its lour Reprise albums, from the debut
single "longview" to 'Basket Case." "When I
Come Around." "JAR" and "Minority."
International Superhits! is a retrospective not
only of Green Day but of the modern rock era.

■ ON SALE $13.99 CD
* PLAN 9 HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW AVAILABLE! *
N1W § U»ID

434-99969
790-96 E MARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Center)
CHAHlOlrUVHll *

jl

.'. :u, N-IAil lu'NO'H: .'■'■ •
t SM*U lAMlS • WOW/MM MOHS

IUT1N MFOti TOP 1UYI

JJ^ wjy Y1KCS • TOTtS ■ I SKIS ■ VMt. -UK

Six-Week Program*
May 12-June 22, 2002: nine credits
•The Six-Week Murtmiquc Summer Froorai
JMU IIUJS Program.

ill fulfill Study Abruud requirement fur the

JMU Faculty Member-in-Residencc Director CMMtaM Szeps-Fralin
Live with Murtinican families! Study ot L uiiiwri,i,t Urs AmttU* 0 ./«• In ilusun* !
Numcrouft excursions, concert-., theatrical A dunce productions, lectures, museum visits, etc.
nguag* Hrquirvmeiila and Curriculum:
ircquiiite: FR 100 (CunwCump.). C boose three
FR308
FR320
rR440
FR446
PR490
UAN4V0

tor credit Irom the following hit

-

French Contemporary Civilization
Advanced French Orumnw
Inundation and Styh-.it.-s
- French Caribbean Literature
- MMIBJllOM ClvUuMtiOtl
- Traditional French Caribbean Dance

Program Coil:
S3.20U* pin-, tuition for nine credit hours.
•Fee include* full room and hoard, textbook, and excursions. Airfare is not included.
Tor further information, or receive an application, contact Chrlmiane 1—|W Pllllll. JMU
Martinique Program Director or contact the Office of International Piogranu (540) 56* .>■» l ■'
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BY JEREMY CARBAUGH

PROTESTER
Cy; lit K*j

Roonief
t_(*-h A ptncfc m-j»r* r beet
JJBu l.'l* t*.t fi---J he,-t.

Hl*ni*,.. M«j »'«-t 15 « b'l-

rh«t ,s H-e

?RtS£lt*fa,| «»,

h«-.« ultll
p«-jcl-.
r

hew cmctJw
repr«je<i*
Ma* f»Hcrf

Yeah, the
"bat of peace"
could work.
However,
in your
situation
I would
recommend the
"shotgun of
non-violence."

hfaMinJ'infr""'"4

tall tft-bW
JL

jnhr^reJ

|Applications are due Nov. 19 to Julie Sproesser in The Breeze office.,
located in the basement of Anthony- Seeger-

Be Graphics Editor
of The Breeze
BUILD PORTFOLIO CAWOUT EXPERIENCE GET PAD FREE FOOD

Please include cover letter, resume and five work sampl,
Knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator a must
Call 568-6127 for more informati on

I
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GUSSLL
FOR RENT

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouses

"■!• «••' Studar.1 Sgamii
Rantala • ifabr9eietetlly.com.
252255S328
MM Salaclion a, HoatM • no*
«iaHa»ll <» 2002 ■ 2003. CMC*
out w»* casBeptopeftr.com.
rasraisw a.van.. - 4 Bedrooms, 2
Oaths, DSL fca)jat 2002 4330964

m. MI. ns cmA.11 toOTwill be avMlable for yearly lease
May 1. 2001 May 31. 2003 Nice
area of town. Can 4336047

We Have
Property at:
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
I -2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
Apartmcnls
2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom

W/D. D/W.A/C

2 Blocks from campus'
k h 11, Really
438-8800

Call Anytime!

Pheasant Run
ONLY ONE 4 bedroom. 2 5
bath townhome available Jan I,
2002. Brand new unfurnished

Kline Really
Property M(mt
438-8800

Voh-t ?40Dt • sedan, white, fully
loaded, new tires
Eiceiient
condition and mileage. 14.900
Call 2962163
1MI Uiua SC-400 • Black /black
with (pM trim and HI options. 92K
miles. In e-ceiiem condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8
year warranty 119.995. Call Drew.
433-9263.

end unit Sl.000 rent plus
utilities Includes washer/dryer.
microwave, dishwasher,
iccmaker in large kitchen. Great

Rare Dectrte tartar • Custom built
Jeckson/Charvel with case.
Appraised at over $750; must se*.
1500 CaH John. 612-4525.

room and downstairs bath with
bedrooms and 2 full baths
upstairs make an ideal living
arrangement Limited number

Eaeea ttytaa 740 Printer • 1 1/2
years old. Great condition. New
cotor cartridge included. $50. 060.
432 3345

of roommate situations available
Call for ilrr.il.. Ml USA*.
Spring Sublaaaa - 4 bedroom
house. 1 room available. Mala/
Female. 442-9136.
Fakvlaw Avenua - 4 nr-rtiocmv 2
baths Short term lease. 4330984
Win, tattta to. Wkat'a Leftf Ttve
best houses leaae early. Cnedt out
wwwcasrlerxoperrvcom
4and 5 Man
■ Ko.
Close to campus. Groups only.
An* to June lease 1250 ■ 1275 par
parson washer and aryer aiouded.
Call 4211589 atler 5:00 p m.

Houses

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMV
NO BUS RIDE!

Corneuter For Bate . 1MB PC. 17'
rnonaor, Zip 100 drive, CD burner,
speakers, many design and
business programs Call Windy.
•744U1

Spring iisst
II II -nSouie
M». 1 room avaaar* n 3 bedroom. 2
balh townhouse. convenient,
affordable Irving 5604613

FOR SALE
Pewter/Brail
Manorah»
for
Hunukkah - GM & Ti-rtt 1? 7 N Main

HwcJkUaUi BUI MaeWwi tor Sate •
Paid $600: will sell for $175.
Call
806-5364
or
e-mail,
rodarmma9imu edu.
1974 Toyota Land Crideer - red,
toft-top with reconditioned 6 cylinder
motor. 4i4 power, replaced parts
and good condition. Car) 6124333.
1MB Matda MPV Ma - 4wo. ve.
*/c Daily use for n years.
125.000 mainly freeway miles.
Well maintained, non-smoker. Hale
to sen. but graduating. Kelly Blue
Book. $3,800. Sell for $3,300.
Can 435-3431
Waskar/Dryer - almost new
Kenmore stack washer/dryer.
$400. o bo Can Chris, 4345965.
ert. 1293

HELP WANTED

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups ■ Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy CampusnAKjVa^ser.com 3 hour
*#*j raising event Does not involve
cre*t card appkrauons fund rarstng
dates are fHang ouckv. so call today
Contact Camputfundratter.com
at
888923-3238.
or
visit
www. campu9fundralaer.com
sToet PaM for Tour OpMon $$~
Earn $15 • $125 and more pei
survey! «ww.mone>4opinrovis.c©iTi
Tht laolon Grnni
upperclassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positions
For
information
go
to.
wwwjatMon.com pnor to contacting
us by phone. 1-8006563847.
Make S3.OO0. t>» Chrl»tma»
•un sales positions open at valley
Mag. Aug. $6 $22/hr 434-9934
WaHreeaee and Coeto Meatfea' •
Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available
to
work
lunches.
Sophomores and Juruora preferred

AiijftlK train •kitim

1-MO-8B5-M76

SPRING BREAK
Wanted) Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Ma/an an for free' To find out
how. call 16887774642 or e-mail
sals sOsuncoastvac at ions com
Spring Break 2002! Pi
$419. on the beach from $529.
Reliable air to Cancun, Acapuko.
Mazatlan. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
South Padre. Mexico Special free
meals and free parties' Book by
Nov. 15th and save big' Organise a
group and travel free. Break with
the best, wwwsfuoWireipress.com.
CaB for details and a free brochure,
1600-7873787

Weight
Loss
and
Sports
Performance - the natural way.
AdvoCare Independent Distributor,
Temmie Terrell 5409437558/
5406360593

AAAAI Spring Break Specials)
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company' Group leaders
free! Florida Vacations $129*
spnngbreaWraveicom
16006786386

Qultar Lessons lor Beginners/
kitermertetee ■ I »&* a BA <n muse
and I m well-versed <n many styles.
Learn theory, too. 2469544.
Computer
Carel
diagnostics repairs.
IMB47 or 4766873
\<>'l l< F
For more information and
lasJatlMC regarding the
huMncvi ctf-ptafiuruiHrs. contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc.
I-MKI-53.VS501

Spring Break Party Crutsel Avoid
flight concerns and sail from
Florida. 5 days in Bahamas. $279*
includes most meals! Get group
go
free'
18006786386
spnngfreaktravei. com

or .mt Imnnktut
Yam tern 7 Rcer»c voui MMI m>*'

SERVICES

investigation o( financing
Earn Up to $500 Par Week assembling products at home. No
eipenence. info 19856461700.
Dent W4806

SHINANDOAH *HUTTLI
CM pet «»« home fur nV 'mmli. >

•1 Sartrsg Break Vacations ~ Best
prices guaranteed1 Cancun,
Jatneca. Bahamas. & Florida! Book
early and receive free meal plan. Now
Iwing campus reps! 16002347007
www.endtesisummertou rs.com

SPRING BREAK 2002
CaMBB, JIMIMM*. natrharW Pxlrr.
H-h-i-v. AoaaiaVfi, Hnrfct* A Meat.
FM I Ml M S l«w ....mi.nl.im"
I HI! psreM .mls-t^luvi-rr.srai.1
VtawwwJUNtfbtSrVri
fnidcta.li or tall I*"
lls IVII.KMMK."

tart • Cancun, Jamaica,
and all Florida destinations Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices'
www. breMerst raver, com
l«t»9856789.
Spring Break Reps Needed
I i
promote campus trips Earn $,
travel free' No cost, we train you
1800 367 1252
www. sprlnffjreekdirtxt.com
Act Now) Guarantee the best
Spring Break puces' South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed . travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8006386203. wwwie4unFtC4jrs.com
•1
Absolute Lo-Ml Spring
Break Price! *2. Reputable
company, award winning customer
service' )»?websrte) i3. Free meal
plans! (EeriyDirds. *4 Campus
Reps earn $$, travel free! Enough
reasons7
1 800-367-1252.
www.springbreBkdirect com
Spring Break Party! indulge m tree
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities m Cancun.
Jamaica. Maiatian. and the
Bahamaa. Go to StudentOtycom.
call 1-600 293-1443 or e-mail
sale aOMudentcny com

Do you want to
w.,lMrom ISA'I

HHS

In the lU'.ilth Center?
Stop by Ihe UHC NunlngJ
Svitelht.' SiM-yourself
time and energy. Come by
HHS 2007 Monday I rklty. noon * 4 p.m.
Flu shots available daily!!

PAH) MOT. INTERNSHIPS
I OK M MMIR 2«02
No* inirrvicwing M JMU Build
ynir ioum( ham over 17.000 ihit
fViHiinni fill hr ITinttmai
Apply on-line lotiiv1
i - 11 nl h in ,w i nirrvewn

Travel/Study
I 1.II II'- S Ml I/IT I.l II (I
May 6 - 24. 2002
\iii uVtstraj Chanm ■ Charata •
hewncf-HMtre-lmkkIIH tmr - IntrrUtktn - Brrn
. .*!■! Dr Mam Hamlri Ktcw
4.M. VJI «IM. hainktnu

\KC,,.\

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE

»1 Sprtng Break Operator! Check
our website for the best deals'
www.vagabondtours.com. Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organoars earn free tnpa and
cash. Call today! L866BREAK-00

CLASSIFIED ADS'
del HM lOwoida
H 00 tor each add I 10 words
i.lsjrcSliVinch

PERSONALS

Waei m "/"">«: credit cerds.'
Kl.i>«-i!i.'.! a.l.crtismgonly)

Buy A Subscription to The Breeze!
$10 'or tftrd -las-, mail $75 lor
fir '
i . - i.l Call |-,f>8f,l?7

Place vour ad today!

Get money for your used textbooks...
Sell them in The Breeze classified ads!
Now accepting credit cards!
Visa or Master Card, classified advertising only

$3.00 for the first 10 words, $2.00 for each additional 10 words
568-6127

*

TOO COLD???
FEELING ILL????

91 step above student dousing

568-6117

201 THE

BREEZE | MONDAY, NOV.

12, 2001

ZZfiOO RE.ADE.RS COULD
BE. LOOKIU^ Ar yoUR AD
IU r>4lS SPACE.
PoR JUSr ^75<0 you CAU
PLACE. A FULL COLOR. A
IU r^E. BRE.E.Z.E.

ALL ^WRISrlUE. FOR DE.rAlLS
Ar r^E. BRE-E-Z-E. X6127

ALL

EyE.s ou you, &Ae»y!

